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Falls From Helicopter 
At Telkwa- Man Lives 
A 29 year old BC Hydro employee originally 
• from Cranbrook was seriously injuried after 
falling 40 feet from a helicopter sling in the Telk- 
wa Pass Monday at before 2:30 p.m.B.C.  Hydro, 
in Vancouver eport the accident b have oc- 
curred when Pat Donavan of Cranbrook was 
working with crews lifint insulator bars to the 
top of transmission line towers. 
In hooking, the slingi lowered by a helicopter, 
to the insulator bars the worker became en- 
tangled in the sling and was raised off the ground 
until ground crews radioed the ~hopper to inform 
the ~perators of the predicament and ordered 
him to decend. On the decent he man fell from a 
height of about 40 feet landing on the ground. 
Bulkley Valley Hospital admitted the man at 
2:30 p.m. Monday. One hour later the injur~ d 
man was flown via helicopter to Mills Memo ~i~ d
Hospital in Terroce. 
Officials at Mills Memorial say the man un- 
derwent significant surgery for crush injuries 
and is reportedly in stable condition.. 
Office manager at the Telkwa. BC Hydro 
construction department would not release any 
information on the case but officials in Terrace 
"imagine superintendants are investigating the 
matter further.'" 
Near Whitehorse • 
. Terrace Man Killed 
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A single vehicle accident on the Alaska high- 
.way Monday April 17 has left one Terrace B.C. 
, man dead and three passengers injured. The 
accident occurred at mile 929 of the Alaska High- 
way. According-to Sergeant Rockwell of the 
Whitehorse RCMP mile 929 is just north of the 
V, qlitehorse city limits and is a gravel highway. 
The late model crew-cab truck was driven by 
Hans Joachim Morlok of 2704 Skeena Street, 
Terrace, and was proceeding south into 
7,qlitehorse when it apparently'upset on the high- 
way, according to police. 
Morlok was pronounced ead at Whitehorse 
General Hospital by coroner Ben Mills at about 
8:40 p.m., say police. Passengers in the vehicle, 
J im Garay of Terrace, 31, John Davie of Vic- 
toria, 39, and Don Lister of Kamloops, are in 
hospital, and are reportedly in good condition. 
Evidence shoing Morlok to be •driving at the 
time of the accident was revealed in a 
preliminary investigation by the Whitehorse 
RCMP. 
Coroner Mills advises that an inquest into the 
death will be set but no date has been established 
as yet. 
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BURNABY, B.C. (CP) prison garden, fled from taxidermist who sold adult citizens and their support has been 
,-- Teresa Brewer, 20, a . a prisoner's swimming thousands of embalmec] children." received from the 
prisoner at the Lower excursion, sawed through chicks to Montreal area Taxidermist Normand Moricetewn-Carrier, the 
MainlandRegional ' cell bars and scaled walls stores in 1973 for use as Lassonde had bought Kitwancool, the 
Correctional Centre  to get away. Easter gifts has lost a 20,000 chicks for $300 Hegwilget,' the Kit, 
$200,000 libel action, from a chicken breeder, seguecla, the (Oakalla)' was recap- 
tured Monday two hours Brewer was first against the City of. the court was told. He Gitanamaax, the 'Glen 
after she made her sev- convicted i'n Prince Montreal and The Star. embalmed "the lot and Vowell, the Kispiox and 
enth escape in two years. Rupert, B.C:, of armed Superior Court Justice sold them for $2.25 each the • Kitwanga ~Indian 
, robbery . and ass~iult Yves Leduc said Monday or $4.10 for a pair. bands. Mrs. Campagnnlo 
Brewer .was under causing bodily harm that city officials acted will be in Hazelton 
| ~l'owcre~pin~mudslidejustoutsideKitimatontnemgnway.~°'z~' escort on her way to see a February, 1976, and then fully within their powers Testimony showed the shortly to meet with 
I Highway.~officials were unavailable for comment but "someming is psychiatr ist  when she sentenced, to two years incriticizing the practice,, chicks were embalmed hospital officials on the 
/ / in the  w00dwork for the  clean-up of the pr0ject",,according to a escaped Monday. less a day definite and while The Star satisfied with formaldehyde in- matter. Further in- 
twoyears  indeterminate, all the requirements of jections and could leak, formation is aVailfible 
walked away from a work Her first escape came the Press Act in giving "a causing skin burns or pot- from Rene Mercier, 613, J: government  som'ce. ~The mud started slipping away two weeksago In the past, she has
and has beguri t0 cover tlie shoulder of the road. party in the Oakalla in July, 1976. ~ justified warning for the soning. 996-4950, 
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False alarm 
election scare 
OTTAWA (CP)-MPs 
went into a flurry of bill 
passing Monday after 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
gave them an election 
scare. 
The prime minister had 
stormed out of the 
Commons after the daily 
quest ion  per iod  
threatening to call. the 
expected June election 
immediately. 
It turned out to be a 
false alarm but MPs were 
confused. 
From then until late 
Monday night--sitting 
overtime--they approved 
four pieces of legislation 
considered priority bills 
needing passage before 
Parliament is dissolved. 
The Commons was to 
return to the budget 
debate today. Tonight 
MPs were to vote on a 
Conservative motion of 
non-confidence. 
The '  budget debate 
continues until Thursday, 
unless the government 
interrupts it with 
something- -such an 
election call. Some op- 
position observers say 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
will call the election after 
the budget is approved 
Thursday night. 
The budget debate was 
interrupted Monday to 
allow the Commons to 
deal with the legislation 
outlawing postal strikes. 
The bill was given bill 
third and final reading 
with the New Democrats 
opposing but not 
speaking. 
STILL OPPOSE BILL 
Ed Broadbent, NDP 
leader, said in an in- 
terview later: "We made 
it very clear we oppose 
the bill but it would have 
been totally gratuitous to 
have held it up." 
The bill is themost  
important outstanding 
piece of legislation on the 
government's pre-elec- 
tion priority list. It was 
expected to receive quick 
passage from the Senate 
tonight. 
Nekt on .the' govern- 
ment ' s  list ,:. was 
legislation to set prices 
for oil produced in the 
Athabasca oil sands by 
Syncrude, 'the oil con- 
sortium set up by federal 
government, Alberta and 
Ontario governments and 
private compames, at 
international levels. 
Opposit ion part ies  
voted in favor of the 
petroleum bill with 
reluctance: During the 
debate, John Crosbie 
(PCSt. John's West) 
called Energy Minister 
Alastair Gillespie "a 
bionic windbag who 
should resign." 
Crosbie said the 
minister deceived the 
country by promising at 
the federal-provincial 
first ministers con- 
ference in February that 
resource development 
would provide Canadians 
with thousands of new 
jobs. 
GET OFF HIS DUFF 
"What a con game.' 
what a shell game. We 
have a minister who is 
not going to get'off his 
duff to do anything," 
Crosbie charged. 
Cyril Symes (NDP- 
Sault Ste Marie) said the 
bill is a discriminatory 
piece of legislation that 
favors" one oil company 
and sets a bad precedent. 
Members sat past the 
usual 10 p.m. ad- 
journment o deal with 
two more pieces of 
legislation. 
Almost without debate, 
a bill setting up a national 
centre for occupational 
health and safety was 
rushed through the 
House. The centre, 
financed by the federal 
government, will be a S- 
million meeting place for 
representatives of labor, 
government and the 
educational nd scientific 
communities to study 
ways of improving safety 
standards in the coun- 
try's workplaces. 
The House then move 
at whirlwind pace to 
approve legislation to 
crack down on income 
tax rebate gougers. 
PROTECT TAXPAYERS 
Introduced only last 
week by Consumer Af- 
fairs Minister Warren 
Allmand, it protects tax- 
payers from storefront 
income tax services., 
which take as much as 50 
per cent of a client's tax 
rebate as payment for 
services. 
The only legislation left 
the government hinks 
important are bills 
allowing the Export 
Deve lopment  Cor-  
poration (EDC) an ex-. 
tension of its financial 
authority and w.hich 
~lllows the mint to StriEe/ 
'gold coins ° without 
seeking parliamentary 
approval each time. 
Neither bill is likely to 
come up before Friday. 
The mood in the House 
all day was tense. 
Speaker James Jerome 
said "we all feel the 
stra'in of the uncertainty 
under which we are 
operating. I hope some 
certainty is injected into 
the situation " in the next 
day or so.". 
Opposition members 
were less restrained. 
"Call. the bloody 
election," one back- 
bencher shouted at 
Trudeau. 
Both language 
' ads .suggested 
OTTAWA tC l - ' ) -  'rne i~lanned by federal in- 
federal  government  stitutions, or of federal 
should publish bilingual 
advertisements' in Eng- 
l ish- language daily 
newspapers when there 
are no French-language 
ones in the community, 
Liberal MP Jean-Robert 
Gauthier said Monday. 
" I t  would foster 
national unity and give a 
feeling of federal 
p resence , "  sa id  
Gauthier, MP for Ottawa- 
Vanier and an ardent 
advocate of Franco-Onta- 
rian language rights. 
In Toronto, for 
example, there are 90,000 
French-Canadians but no 
French-language daily 
serves the area, Gauthier 
told a Commons com- 
mittee studying the ex- 
penditures of the office of 
Ma,c Yalden, official 
languages commissioner. 
Yalden said he agreed 
in principle with the 
suggestion. 
In his annual report, 
tabled in the Commons 
and the Senate last 
month, Yalden said the 
federal government was 
ignor ing  F rench-  
speaking communities 
outside Quebec by not 
publishing more ads and 
declarations in the 
French-language press, 
"As a result, Fran- 
cophone communities are 
very often not informed 
in their own language of 
programs and projects 
services available across 
Canada or even in their 
particular region," the 
report said. 
P. Western 
back on job 
Pacific Western Airlines' 
ground workers returned 
to work today after their. 
union and the Alberta 
government-owned 
airline reached a ten- 
tative agreement. 
The ground support 
personnel, members of 
the Canadian Airline 
Employees Association, 
returned to work at 3:01 
a.m., . an airline 
spokesman said.. 
Brian Johnson said the 
tentative agreement is 
subject to ratification. 
Details and terms are 
being withheld until that 
time, The agreement was 
reached Monday with 
federal mediator Don 
Crabbe of Vancouver. 
The 550 workers in 50 
centres in British 
Columbia, Alberta and 
the Northwest Territories 
had been without a 
contract since Aug. 31. 
Rotating strikes began 
in March 20 but the 
airline said it had been 
able to maintain normal 
schedules. •
Michael Hind-Smith, 
president of the Canadian 
Cable Television Associ- 
ation, said today the 
media are apparently 
trying to gang up on the 
association's pay-TV pro- 
posal to block it. 
"As marketers of this 
potential new service, we 
have faced a very hostile 
media reception," Hind- 
Smith said at a meeting 
of the American Mar- 
keting Association'. Text 
of his speech was 
released in advance, 
"Self-appointed 
• defenders of the con- 
sumer interest have 
combined with the 
cultural nationalists in 
what seems like a con- 
spiracy of the media to 
stifle this infant at birth." 
Hind-Smith said "the 
entrenched and suc- 
cessful" radio and 
conventional television 
media are also trying to 
discredit the cable in- 
dustry. 
Conventional broad. 
casters, among others, 
A large group of Canadian business executives .well attend the 9th in- 
ternational Consumer Goods Fair in Brno. Czeehoslovakia between April 2 
and 28. More than 900 participants from 40 countries will be offering a wide 
range of products, Canadian and Quebec information centre will be set up in 
the huge Z Pavillion (above). 
Media gang up on pay TV 
have criticized proposals lobbying to set up pay- 
for pay-TV, saying it TV. said it may soon he 
would further split, too late to control it. 
a I r e a d y b a.d ly -  "Indeed, unlicensed 
fragmented Canadian TV entrepreneurs in the 
audiences, would bring Toronto area havi~ 
more U.S. shows into 
Canadian living rooms 
already swamped by U.S. 
culture and make it more 
difficult for Canadian- 
made shows to compete. 
In a special report in 
March, the Canadian 
Radio-television and 
Telecommunications 
Commission concluded 
for the second time" in 
three years that there 
should not be any 
national pay-TV system 
for the time being. It said 
there is no compelling 
demand for pay-TV. 
But the report, initiated 
at the request of Com- 
munications Minister 
Jeanne Sauve, said it is 
paramount that the 
federal  government  
establish a pay-TV 
policy. 
However, Hind-Smith, 
whose group has been 
already made substantial 
inroads into the market' 
through offerings to 
condomin iums and 
apartment dwell ings, 
thereby removing' them 
from the licensed 
br, oadeasting system . 
The cable association's 
proposals .call for a 
system of predominantly 
f irst-run U.S . -~ade 
movies delivered by 
cable for an extra 
monthly charge of about 
$8. 
Canadian-made 
programs would also be 
shown, but the 
association, representing 
about 90,per cent of cable 
TV operators, says its 
F ay-TV should be exempt rom Canadian content 
quotas now imposed on 
radio and conventional 
TV broadcasters. 
Canada subsidizing 
Cuban military., PC's 
Progress ive  Con- 
servative MPs charged 
,today .. that,: Canada ... is 
subs id i z ing  : Cuban 
military efforts in Afriea. 
Lloyd Crouse (South 
Shore) and. Dan 
MeKenzie (Winnipeg 
South Centre) said aid to 
Cuban fisheries and 
agriculture frees Cuba to 
use its money to send 
troops to fight in Africa. 
Cuban troops have helped 
leftist regimes-in Angola 
and Ethiopia. 
Defence  Minister 
Barney Danson told the 
'Commons  defence  
committee that the Con- 
servative MPs were "in- 
accurate and unfair" in 
their questioning. 
Canada has tried to 
separate foreign aid from 
the political views of a 
particular country, he 
said. Aid was given for 
humanitarian reasons. 
But "when you see 
distorted priorities in that 
country ou may want to 
charge 
look t6 your aid program 
differently," he said.' 
Ex terna l  :A f fa i r s  
Minister Don Jamieson 
hinted last week that the 
government may use aid 
to Cuba as a lever to 
attempt to- force with- 
drawal of the Cuban 
troops. 
Canada granted Cuba 
$10 million in credit two 
years ago for health and 
animal health services 
and a further $2.7 million 
for technical assistance. 
The credit was at three- 
per-cent interest for 30 
years. 
Jamieson said the aid 
ends this year but some 
new deve lopment  
projects are "up for dis- 
cussion. 
TROOPS SAID THREAT 
Crouse said Cuban 
troops now in Africa are a" 
threat tb countries like 
South Africa,, Rhodesia 
and Zambia. 
The United States 
government  has  
estimated there jmw are 
about 6,000 Cuban troops 
in Ethiopia. The troops 
helped Ethiopia fight 
Somali troops in 
Ethiopia's Ogaden region 
until Somalia withdrew 
its troops recently• They 
now are reported being 
used against Eritrean 
guerrillas in another area 
of Ethiopia. 
McKenzie said the 
government talks about 
arms control and at the 
same ti'me supplies "low- 
interest loans to a 
country that's involved in 
war." 
The government should 
have a policy against 
supplying aid to a country 
~s involved in war, he 
said. 
He referred to Prime 
Minister Trudeau's cry of 
"Viva Castro" in Cuba 
two 'years ago and sug- 
gested the prime minister 
is friendly to Cubajn 
leader Fidel Castro 
• . i 
$12 million shopping 
More than $12 million in 
free coupons with no 
bottom limit provided a 
shopping bonanza for 
hundreds of Vancouver 
residents who redeemed 
them at Simpson-Sears' 
downtown store Satur- 
day. 
The coupons ran in two 
weekly newspapers last 
week and there is not a 
copy of either to be found 
on a newsstand today. 
They have a combined 
circulation of 70,000. 
Each copy carried $173 in 
coupons ranging from $25 
down. 
Some people h.ad 
collected more than 100 
copies of the newspapers 
before they set out-for 
their shop of a lifetime. 
"My own guess is that 
Sears forgot one essential 
thing--bottom , limits," 
said Denis GrayGrant of 
the Western News. "I 
didn't argue about it.. I 
was too busy. I was more 
concerned with getting 
the ad in properly." 
OBEYED IN -  
STRUCTIONS ' 
Gray-Grant said he has 
not heard from Sears, 
"There is not too much 
they could complain of. 
We carried out in- 
spree 
structions to the limit." 
Most of the smaller 
coupons were cashed in 
the clothing and china 
departments where items 
could be purchased for 
under the $5 value of the 
coupon. 0nly the five-per- 
cent sales tax had to be 
paid. 
• Radios tparked at 
$14.95 and $24.95 were 
snapped up with the $25 
coupons. Some shoppers 
said they obtained 
enough clotlaing to dress 
their children for several 
years. 
Sears officials were not 
admitting any blunders. 
"'We looked ,at the 
situation and ~aid fine," 
said spokesman Lyle 
Winter. PWe have no idea 
how many coupons were 
turned in but it was no 
where near the .$12 
million they ,had in face 
value." 
. Helicopter searches, 
for downedplane 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  A 
Canad ian  Forces  
helicopter waited today 
for a break in the clouds 
to land a ground party at 
the site~oin mountains 
north o.f Vancouver 
where a;_plane crashed 
with tv)b ~ Ottawa men 
aboard March 27. 
The plane was sighted 
Saturday 70 kilometres 
northeast of Vancouver 
by a Canadian Forces 
helicopter which let down 
a cre member to examine 
it, however, because it 
was snowing heavily and 
the plane was 'in deep 
snow, the man was 
unable to see inside the 
downed single-engine 
craft, 
An attempt o land a 
ground party at the site 
was blocked Monday by 
bad weather and a search 
'and rescue ' spokesman 
said another attempt 
would be made today if 
the weather cleared. 
Aboard the plane were 
Abou Amino, 2, and 
Douglas Craig, 23, who 
.rented .the plane on a job- 
seeking trip, 
D .e • ,,a },a"s jail 
for Chilliwack killer 
The fath'er ol one of four 
teen-abets slain last 
summer said Monday he 
doesn't feel any vengenee 
towards their killer. 
Walter Murray Madsen. 
24 who was convicted bv 
' , . = ,  
a Br=tmh Columbm 
Supreme •Court .jury of 
first-degree murder. 
John Gulik.er said 
outside the courtroom 
following the life sen- 
tence imposed on Madsen 
by Justice J.G. Gould 
tl~at he is glad the 
Chilliwack, B.C. man 
won't be roaming" the 
streets anymore. Madsen 
sol'fly. , conclude that Madsen 
Madsen'slawytr Gerry Was "unable to appre- 
Young said outside the elate the nalure a~.d 
courlroom !hat he would quality of his act" in 
appeal the verdict order for them to find him 
reached after I days of not guilty by reason of 
lestimonvand argument, insanity. 
The jttry reached its He urged "the jurors to 
verdict in 9o minules accept the evidence of 
• following a day of final defence psychiat~st Dr. 
summations from prose- James Tyhurst, who said 
cution and defence Madsen was schizoph- 
lawyers, renic and legally insane. 
Young told the jury of Young said the 
1o men and two women evidence of the define, 
Ihat the Crown called psychiatrist outweighed 
evidence that proves be- the findings of three 
yond any doubt that Crown psychiatrists who 
Madsen ~hot the teen- decided "Madsen was 
sa he. must serve at least 25 agers. 
years,in jail. He said the key issue in P rosecutor  Daub 
Madsen was convicted the case was whether Hogarth said there was 
on four counts of first- Madsen was sane at the ample evidence that the " 
degree murder in the time of the shootings, killings were "planned 
July 18 slayings of Miss He recalled evidence and deliberate". 
Guliker. 6, Evert Den that Madsenplanned a $2 Hogarth pointed to 
Hertog, 19, his brother/, million kidnap.ransom evidence that Madsen 
Jan,16, and Bert Menger. scheme in which he in- told his brother shortly 
9.. The four were shot tended to seize a member after the shooting that he 
while drinking beer of a prominent Van- had done "something 
beside the Fraser River 
at Rosedale in the Fraser 
Valley. 
The bodies of the three 
youths were recovered 
from the river. The girl's 
body was never fomid. 
"This has been a long, 
tragic and dramatic 
case," Justice Gould told 
the jury before dis- 
missing them. 
SPEAKS SOFTLY 
Following the verdict, 
the tall, stoop-shouldered 
Madsen was asked by the 
judge if he had anything 
to say, 
"No," Madsen replied 
eouver family• crazy". 
KIDNAP PLANNED This, Hogarth said, 
The jury was reminded indicated that Madsen 
of evidence in which knew what he did was 
Madsensaid he intended wrong. 
to kidnap, not kill, the 
driver of a truck he 1931--The Welland 
selected for his kidnap Canal, linking Lakes Erie 
plan, adding the accused and Ontario, opened to 
fired the fatal shots only traffic. 
when he realized the 1949--British warship 
driver was not alone. Amethyst was driven 
Young suggested that aground in the Yangtze 
any normal person, on River. 
hearing of Madsen's 1967--The Peking 
plans, would say: "That municipal revolutionary 
guy must be a nut." committee established ~ts 
Young reminded the authority. 
jurors that they must 
Make more of 
tomorrow. 
,he f=ure doesn't 'J 
come with a written guarantee. 
Not even if yo'u're more intelligent • 
than average. And have the will 
to su(:cc~'cl, "' 
But we can give youan edgel 
t ! .' 'The professional edge. 
With the only study progEam " 
designc~ specifically to prepare you for 
the profession of ..~'magenlen! 
Accounting, 
• You ~11 gain mote than a thorough ": 
, ,o)-, ! grasp of accounting, information 
sy~temsl and cc~t analysis. We, also 
provide a'br(md range of rnana&en~,nt 
skills and insights: 
So you le/Irn to work.with figures 
from the rnan,~enx;nt vimNlx)int. To 
• hell},plan future dewzlopn'K;nts, 
Compare alternatives./vkmitor progress. 
And n~asure results. 
; "  • . . . .  
c'• i
• I '  ~: . "~-  ":'Z-=---'"~ 
; p.T.., i
T ! 
Tha£s why so many men and women 
,who earn accr(~itation as RIA 
Management Accountants also earn 
a central rote on.the nldnil~iqni,llt team. 
As you d expe¢l, =t s a dt,n~mdmg 
study program. 
Professional scope and Ol)tX~rtunity 
never (:(~e easY. It typicallv requires 
five or six years of evening h~:tures or 
home study comhined with on-thcqob' 
c~Ix,.ri( no(, But many stud(.nts who 
have ('onq)h,tcd equivalent IX)St- 
secondary stuclies have finished the . 
RIA progranl in less than two years. And 
you Ix.,ncfit long Ix.foa. ,graduation 
Ix~'ause you apply during the day what 
you h,arn during the eveninl.l 
For inlornliltion on StlnlllX,r enroll- 
nx!nt, contact the ~x:i0ty tcxlay, 
Society of &4anagen~nl Accountants 
Suite 401.750 West Fender Slreel 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 2T7 
Telephone 687-5891 
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Job 
opportunities 
CLERK TYPIST. 1 
opening. $445.50 to $484•50 
per month D.O.E.. Must 
have 60 w.p.m., typing, 
filing, telephone and 
reception duties. 
ELECTRICIAN I.W.A. 
Rate. I opening• Must be 
certified. , 
HEAD TECIINOLOGIST, 
1 opening, $1286 per month 
depending on experience, 
Must be able to supervise lab 
staff, machine mai/~tenance 
program and advise duty 
rote. 
SHOE REPAIR 1'  
opening; $800.00 Me 
D.O.E.. Must be able to 
operate all standard 
equipment and machines 
nvolved in the trade. 
BABYSITTER, various 
vacancies, $7.00 -$10.00 
per day. Two letters of 
Raferrance is required. 
STREETWORKER, 1 
opening, $138.00 per 
week. To work with youth 
and community liason. 
WAITER-WAITRESSES, 
various openings at various 
wages. Should have ex- 
perience serving of liquor. 
ACCOUNTANT, I opening, 
$1,200 per month depending 
on experience. Must be fully 
experienced and know how 
to do a full set of books, in- 
eluding a financial 
statement. 
COOKS, various openings. 
$3,25 per hour, Speciality 
cooking. 
REGISTERED NURSES, 
2 openings, $7.90 per hour. 
Registered in  medical 
surgical shift work, 8-4, 4-12, 
12-8. 
ELECTRICIAN, 1 
vacancy, I.W.A. rate. Must 
be certified. 
CHILD CARE 
WORKER, vacancy, 
$138.00 per, week, 
Requires a mature, child 
care duties supervision 
and care of children• 
STREETWORKER, 1 
vacancy, $138.00 per 
week, to work with youth 
and community liason. 
HAIRDRESSER, 1 
vacancy, commission, 
licensed experienced ap- 
plicants only. 
SAWFITTER, 1 vacancy. 
~.60 ½ hour uncextffied, 
()FFICE CLERK.:;. 1 
opening. , $600.00 per 
month. Must have 40-45 
w.p.m, invoicing telex 
must have ' cash ex- 
pereince to clear 
machine and take cash 
counts. 
AUTO MECHANICS, 
Various openings, $9.00 per 
hour up to $9980~ depending 
,n experience, various 
,menings. Must be Journey 
AGENT: 1 vacancy, 
•$800.00-$1 ,-200.00 per 
month. Training for one 
year pro~,ided, should 
have background and 
interest in economics. 
COOKS 1 vacancies. 
$1,000 to $1,200.00 D.O.E. 
Will be required to 
manage kitchen and staff 
and to function as head 
cook-should he fully exp. 
in food costing and menu 
planning• 
STATIONARY ENGINEER 
Ivacanc ies .  $,470.00 
' permo. Routine main- 
tenance care of steam 
plant (Maintenance of 
plant and lodge) 
REGISTERED NURSES 
2 openings. $7.90 per 
hour. Registered 
in Medical-Surgical shift 
work 8-4 4-12 12-8 
L IBRARIAN,  1 
vacancy, $,800-$2,300 
month depending on 
experience. 
INSTRUCTORS, open 
vacancy, $5:00-$6.40 per 
hour• Hours  will bury 
depending upon type of 
course any persoan able 
to communicate s skill 
trade or interest to a 
group of adult students. 
BOOKKEEPER,  1 
vacancy, $600bi-monthly 
and overtime• To assist 
accountant with cost 
distribution accounts 
pa~able,~ and'~:~general I 
duties; :.1%~: :~'  i '  .:~;~' i, 
NEWSPAPER IN- 
SERTER, 4 vacancy, 
$5.00 an hour. Duties 
involve inserting special 
advertisement papers in 
Daily newspaper. 
PLUMBER, I vacancy, 
union rate, must be fully 
exp. i=i service work and 
construction occasional 
overtime is required. 
$9.80 ½ hour certified. Must 
statod~ jobs west coast logging w 
lit Terrace, years, saws are provided. 
Switch could 
have saved , 
schoo l  
CRANBROOK, B.C. 
(CP) - -  A battery 
isolation •switch could 
have prevented a fire 
April 4 which destroyed a 
$32,000 school bus, a 
school transit supervisor 
told the Cranbrock school 
district board Monday. 
Jim Pascuzzo said the 
fire was caused by an 
electrical problem and he 
recommended that  
• wiring in the bus be 
better shielded• 
He sa id  that fire- 
needed for school .bus 
seats, adding that the 
lack of seat belts helped 
evacuate th.e 61 students 
• quickly. 
The school bus burst 
into flames after the 
engine caught fire on 
Highway 93, about 16 
kilometres north of this 
communi t .y  in  
southeastern British Co- 
lumbia. 
Acbeson later said the 
seats burned about ~0 
minutes after the fire was 
resistant ma.terial ,is detected. 
There is a Spring Sunday School enlargemen| 
campaign underway at the Terrace Church of God. 
The campaign, which began April 16 will continue 
through May 7, 1978. The theme of the campaign is 
"When the Spirit Moves". The Sunday School 
averaged an attendance of ,76 last mon~n t~vmren~. 
The goal is to reach an average of 100/Lawrenee 
McKay of .Terrace is Smiday .School superin- 
tendent. He may be reached by telephoning 635-2328 
or 638~1561. The Church"is located at 3341 RiVer 
Drive. • Rev. Robert White is the pastor.' 
i 
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i i: David Thoms0ns-tars in the one-man, one-act play, "Herringbone", at the : i  
• TerraceLittle Thealre on April 21 and 22. Herringbone, is TLT's entry in the'~:i 
• Skeena Drama Zone finals. 
One-man she w 
in,zone finals 
Vaudeville music and a reads the family's 
one-man show starring inheritance of advice, 
David Thomson as aging from Uncle Billy in the 
vaudev i l le  p layer ,  chasing years of 
George Nook!n, make up. vaudeville, the early 
the Terrace Little dirty thirties. The Nookin 
Theatre's entry in the family pins theadvice 
Phillips, with music by 
Donna Ttibmson are 
iano, "Herr ingbone" 
11 be performed at the 
Terrace Little Theatre 
Building on  Kalum at 8 
p.m. on April 21 and 22. 
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Arts, crafts, hobby 
show in Terrace 
Ukrainian Easter Egg other areas of the Pacific members. 
decorat ion,  natura l  North West . .  Caledonia students 
lichen dying, stained These displays include provide manpower for 
g lass ,  c0pper -  hand-made knives,  the exibitors tables and 
enamel l ing,  s i lver-  stitel~ery, knitt ing, the Catholic Youth 
sin!thing and leather- weaving, wood work. organization, mane the 
work will be a few of the tapestr ies ,  quilt ing, canteen. 
l ive.  on . the -spor t  group exhibitis, dolls. Publicity posters, the 
demonstrations at the bat ik ,  decoupage,  mult i -co loured silk 
13th Annual Arts. Crafts lapidary work.,jewellery, sc reen  landscapes  
and Hobby Show. April 22 oil painting, pattern, displayed around 
and 23 in Terrace. macrame, ceramms, Terrace and Kit!mat 
The show. to be held in stained glass and others, were the work of local 
the Caledonia Senior Sponsored by the artist a.nd art teacher, 
Secondary gym will Terrace Art Association. Dave Comfort. 
also feature over 60 the 1978 Arts. Crafts and On saturday, the 13th 
exhibits of arts. crafts Hobby Show was co--Annual Art and Crafts 
and hobbies from ordinated by Lou Showwill runfrom 10am- 
Ter race .  K i t !mat ,  Haselmeyer, with help 10pro and on Sunday, 
Hazel!on Sin!there and from Art Assocition from 10am-5pm, Ad- 
• mission is 50cents for 
A l l  you n e e d  adults and 25cents for under-twelve. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
is Love lJtimat 
P . .  l#  & L 
The Terrace Salvation misdeedsof others. ¢je- a.oner 
Army is conducting its Those whom the . .With the entry of the 
Red Shield campaign Salvation army help Daily Herald into the 
with a one night door-to- represent a variety of'  Kit!mat and Kitamaat 
door canvas on Monday, human needs. Some are distriets, more and more 
May 1. forgotten; some need news of local interest to 
Even in the plannin[~ material aid; others are the K-K~. readers is 
stage there is an urgent sick in spirit. It is the required. Anyone with 
need for canvassers who mission of the Salvation news of every descrip- 
can make 10 to 20 calls in army to help those who !ion, including ~/ports, 
their own neighborhood, are at odds with them- black and white photos or 
. If you can help in this selves, their Maker, and suggestions and leads, 
way, please call 635-2626 the world. . are asked to contact Scott 
or 635-5446. Acorss the years the Browes at 632.5786 or Pat 
• interest of the Army has '63Z-3643. If no answer 
Few organizations meant the difference call 635-6357 collect. All 
operate such wide- between health and contributions will be 
spreading facilities for s i ckness ,  between appreciated. Schools, 
the relief of Want and eomfortand misery, even Churches, Clubs, " 
suffering as The . ' between life and death for F ra tern i t ies ,  Hobby 
Salvation Army. In home, some. groups, Guides, Scouts, 
hostel, or whereever, all During theRed Shield Brownies, Cubs, and 
its efforts are ac- Campaign for funds similar special groups 
complished in the name currently in progress, the including sports are  
of'Him .who said, "Love people of Terrace will especially u rged  to 
one another as I have have an  opportunity of submit publicity items 
loved you." ,  helping the Salvation covering their activities. 
By multiplied methods army in its tremendous, :.:::::::..::::.:.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::....:.:::.:. 
the Salvation army tak'es sel f - imposed,  need- 
/ 
Skeena Drama Zone to the bathroom door and . . . . .  ' . _ .  "light to those who live in demanding task. Let us Art n e w s  
- - oom their The r ' rmay mgnt darkness". Both by all give generously to an 
finals, on April 21 and 22. pr.~.eeas~o g~. cehter perf.oimance . will be message and means, organization which has 
"Herringbone", none-y~a~e.~ u , , ,  . . . .  publicly adjudicated by hope is born and care is abundant ly  demon-  The Terrace and 
act play written by Tom s ' on hat Vancouver critic, writer afforded those who are strated its love for others District Arts Council has 
David Thorns , Cone of Vancouver, ' " s and director John the victims either of their to serve in humanitarian set aside $500 to be 
and cane m hand, stag centers around tragic- " . . . .  s Lazaries. On Saturday, own wrong doing or the need. awarded to deserving 
the songs ana sozmnoe comic. George's youth - .  . . . . . . . . .  the show wdl be followed big for students planning a 
nd:.~the plans of his ms waymtomero lesoE  . . . . . .  Job too • by a social evening m the career in Visual nor 
ambitious parents, who all fourteen characters- - - : - ,~^^--  . ' . . . .  Green uo,,. Performing Arts. Write 
dress~and train their 10. from young George to his , 
year old son as a 35-year parents to the hardened Admission is $2.00. for further infomation 
old midget. Hollywood producer. Tickets may be reserved and application form to 
"Culture..during hard Directed by Merry at McColl Real Estate, 
time..does rea l 'we l l "  Hal lsor and  Dave ~635-6131. • 
United Way Box 536, Terrace. 
The  Terrace Little 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  people of the large Theatre and theTerrace 
The United Way of number of agencies Talen Educators were 
Greater Vancouver has funded through the UW. given grants of $375 each 
been faltering over the The1978 campaign goal to fund their individual 
past 10years with fund- is$6million,al0.per-cent Summer  Schoo l  
raioing failing to keep' increase over the $5.2 Porgrams. 
pace with inflation, the million sought ($5.million. Plans are well un- 
organization s president was raised) last year. derway for the May 5 and 
told the .annual meeting Campaign chairman R. May 6 performances of 
Monday. • ' J. Kavanagh said that the .Royal Winnipeg 
" . , • Donald J. MacDougall while donations rose by Ballet. The proceeds 
said the organization had 4~/2 per cent!net year, the from these performances 
.VICTORIA (CP) - -  be in a position to corn- continue to balance its a ban on new member inflation rate was more wi'll go to establish a 
P rogress ive  Con- '  plain about the .high- budget a little farther agencies until recently than 0pc," cent. ~cholarship Fund for 
servative leader Vic spending government." down the line." beeause itcouldnotraise MacDougall ~aid a deserving Arts Students. 
Stephens told the British Stephens said the He said the second con enough money to support report has shown that Plans have been made 
Columbia legislature evidence shows that the job is the most important them. • ' contributions must rise to sponsor "Romane" in 
Monday night that he government has decided 'and serious one. because The bah on new. by 11 per cent annually to November and "Bim, 
smells two con jobs in the not to shut down the ex- the debate is directed at agencies has been lifted keep pace with inflation Barn, Bum from the 
debate on the future of tension, hiding the facts from the and the UW now is in a and population growth. Moscow Circus" in 
the B.C..Railway's Fort ~'I wo~der if there isn't public. .catch-up phase,  said He said if the UW fails to February, 1979. 
• MacDougall, but the job raise enough money there fN - -  
Nelson extension, already some deal cooked "Get the people up in is too big for the existing will ' be a wasteful wash He said the opposition .up and arranged between arms, get  the people of volunteers and staff, proliferation of fund- 
.is being conned into the provincial and federal Fort Nelson excited, get • The'base.of community 'raising campaigns by 
putting itself on record as governments concerning them agitated, get them support must be agencies as they break The Youth Ladies' 
being in favor of the the railroad," Stephens worried, keep them broadened, he said, and away from the UW.. Auxiliary from the 
extension, and that the said; " upset, change the he urged, the directors From 125 to 40 agencies Terrace Church of God is 
taxpayers are being "I  am going to be direcUon and the thinking and vohmteers to tell receive UW 'assistance. having a car wash 
conned into ignoring that looking forward to seeing of the people in the 'They offer services to, Saturday, April 22 at the: 
the government is if this government is. province--when the real .= . , . .=  among others, the hun - Terrace C°'°p" 
borrowing to 'pay the selling .or leasing or issue is simply that this ~ l  ps  dicapped, the blind, the The young ladies will 
interest on money it has finding some other way to government continues to OO mentally retarded, 'or- be washing cars from 10 
borrowed, dispose of Some of the borrow money from the phans, prisoners and the a .m.  to 4 p.m. Help! 
The remarks were assets of this railroad in pension plans and invest lab  aged. Bring your car in !  
made dul'ing debate on a order to pass the losses on it in a railroad which will o r  
New Democratic Party to the . federal nov- never make a profit for 
sub.amendment to a ernment so that' it  can this province." counc i l  
motion of non-confidence "1[~=_ KAMLOOPS, B.C. 
in the budget. The sub rt  Nelson argues (CV)--AnewKamioops TERRAOE l l l l l  DISTRICT amendment criticizes the • S 
government for failing to district labor'council has ~0 P IT IL  $00[[TI 
make a firm commitment ~/ANCOUVER (CP) -- Minister Don Phillips to been formed after 111 
on the future of the ex- Itwill cost $15,000for the ask for " a special delegates,  attended 
tens ion,  round trip, but 107, Fort emergency debate on the /neeting chaired by Joe A 1 M eti 
A royal commission Nelson, B.C., residents l ine .  Morris, retiring president 
into the affairs of the intend to fly into Victoria "We're also trying to of the Canadian Labor n n u a  e ng 
BCR, in a report sub- on Thursday' to argue line up other meetings Congress. . . . . . .  
mitted to thegoverflment heir case with govern- .and support o keepthe Jalnn~ar~°~n~ Pnto~ W~nesday, June 7, 197B 
Dec. 30 and tabled in.the merit officials to retain line open, Piety saiu . . . . .  DATE. 
legisl[ature last week, Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  ,q¢ tho,=,,to,~in,~ i=-ot posing groups niter its 
recommended aban- Baiiway's Fort Nelson " " : ' : '~ - ; ; "  .... ~hree executive refused to TIME= 8:00p.m• alloweotoconunue, ermit three me'or  
donment of the line as extension. . '  lumber Companies up pe,,,,~ ¢~o ,~ re affilia~no 
soon as possible. John Piety, manal~er of • u= . . . . . . . . . . . .  - =, , PLACE: Lecture Theatre 
, the Fort Nelson Chamber here'lWnheiChabc~neflrtofr°~e with the council[ without Caledonia Senior 
DECISION MADE of Commerce, said in a the ' P ar penalty • Secondary School almost $15 mdlion aye  - ~ '  . . . . . . .  
"The first con, which te lephone in terv iew to  the government in oacg v, erstens ot  me 
really astonishes me, is today more than 600 taxes, freight• rates~ and u, nrk~_rnInternati°nalof WoOd-rice Thebuslnesswlllconslstoftheelectlonofnnembersof 
that the opposition.- is members agreed tl~e trip stumpage' fees, eoulct-- go . . . . . . . .  __ Ame the Society, theelection of the members to serve on the 
being so badly sucked in should be made to press --'1 " he said (IWA) was named Hospital Boardol Trustees, and presentatlon o! reports 
to this' particular their point. They will neiy-up, • '~" counc i l ,  p res [dent  covei'lngiheyear 1977. 
debate," Stephens said. 'meet with Premier Bill The government is Saturday. 
"I have no doubt a t  all Bennett and later with considering, the ' royal, The IWA, the British In order !o be eligible to vote, membership must be 
that' the decision to Kee[o the Opposition members, commission s report, Columbia Government purchased before Sunday, May 7, 1978. Membership 1 
the Fort Nelsonline open of the legislature, which has recommended Employees Union and the may be purchased at the following locations: 
has already been made. Chamber membe,rs scrapping the extension United Steelworkers had L '"And I have little doubt unanimously approved a which' runs from Fort St. " left the council, earlier /~llls Mernorlal Hospital indeed thatthis debate is motion at a special John, 800 kilometres after failing in their bid to ,Royal Bank of Canada 
simply putting the up- meeting Monday calling northeast of Vancouver, oust Len Guy as Toronto Dominion Bank 
position in the position on Ed Smith fee--North to Fort Nelson, about 300 secretary-treasurer , of 
where a little farther Peace River) and kilometres northwest of the B.C, Federation of / 
do~vn the line, it .will not Economic .Development Fort St. John. Labor in 976. 
l ,  
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• * . from Ottawa /ili i= 
Skeena 's  J 
'Diogenes'? EMPLOYMENT REGULATIONS TESTED 
• , Government of Canada policy.is that jobs in 
provincial [[ this country belong to Canadian citizens and 
After about a quarter century .in 'permanent legal residents. 
politics, Skeena MLA Cyril Shelford is being[ Employment and Immigration Commission 
quoted as suggesting he will not run again when [ laws also include: 
election time rolls around. More and more, as [ - regulation of entry into Canada of foreign 
government gets bigger and bigger - (and the[ workers based on the needs of the Canadian 
growth of government in recent years, at au[ labour market 
levels, has been nothing short of scandalous!) it [ - consideration of Canadians first for Canadian 
takes more and more persons, a longer and[ jobs 
longer time, to achieve less and less for a higher [ - requirement of certified job offers for all 
and higher cost to the taxpayers. [ those seeking landed immigrant status 
The legislative banter, Cyril finds, is growing ] - age, education, training and language 
increasingly wearisome and childish - not that it | capabil i ty screening for independent im- 
ever was particularly cerebral and stimulating! migrants when they are not sponsored by family 
The party in power and the party in opposition There was a great deal of dialogue between the 
face each other across the floor to engage in province of BritishColumbia nd the federal 
"Yes I did" - "No you' didn't" argumentation, government Employment and. Immigration 
Which would not be too bad if so much of im- Commission with regard to these rules recently, 
portance did not hang on the outcome of each as federal officials examined the case of Mr. 
• session. Such kindergarten comedy and childish Robbie." Sherrell, an American citizen, who had 
prattle is conducted at an annual cost of millions been named Chief Executive Officer of the In- 
of dollars to the same taxpayers who are forced surance Corporation of British Columbia (ICB- 
into wasting further millions when the province C). 
subjects them to the ridiculous ritual of an Upon hearing of Mr. Sherrell's upcoming. 
election and the harassment of choosing by vote appointment to the post federal officials quickly 
those who appear to be the lesser of the evils examined the Canadian labor market and felt 
offering themselves for public office. that ICBC had not conducted an adequate search 
Almost one dozen times, now, our MLA Cryfl for a Canadian to fill the job. British Columbia 
Shelford has undergone the embarrassment of officials announced Mr. Sherrell's appointment 
putting himself on the public auction block to be anyway, only to be disappointed, by the federal 
thus raffled off to the highest number of voters, government ruling that they would have to deny 
The thousands of hours of tedious peschrnaking immigration status to the new appointee. 
he has had to listen to - as well as respond ~o [ Although second examinations proved that an 
must have been soul destroying and deadly ,..'-. adequate search had been conducted in Canada 
deed. for a qualified Canadian, and Mr. Sherrell was 
In a sea of millions of words a week, few allowed.to accept he job, it is important to note l~ad io  Ed i to r ia l  , 
speakers intheleglslatureareeverseriously that the  federal government maintains a For Self Control 
heard. Those who do get the attention are never vigilance where the Canadian labour market is T i m e  
the backbenchers - and this is where Cyril has concerned. Qualified Canadians or permanent 
usually had his seat. residents can be found for almost any position, This editorial from the result of decresed businesses act with the rnana=ement, orJzanized 
In the modern world of silver and golden and in cases like the ICBC appointment, he Vancouver Board of production and~less jobs. speed of greased light- labomThasitspar~'toplay. 
tongued rhetoric; in this electronic age oz federal government will be particularly dogged Trade is part of a weekly The presentation to ning. . ,. in thepost-control period. 
illusion and "Madison Avenue imagery" ourl in the application of employment and ira- series, broadcast from British Columbia of both unce me wage ann Failure by the public to 
Skeena MLA comes across as a homespun-clad[ migrationregulations that are meant o apply to two Vancouver radio a Federal and a pr]cecomrol programme curb its demands, failure 
"Honest Abe Lincoln" - (to use a South-of-the [ all companies, and both private and ppbllc stations on Sunday Provincial Budget on a is enaea, .me way wn~ pe by the business ector, by 
evenings, single day seems to have open toe ous!ness to m. labour and by govern- 
border smile.) Honesty, simplicity, bluntness[ sector industry. 
and natural intelligence carry even less weight, I It is a matter of general obsured another major crease prices ano ment to exercise some event of the week-the dividends both to the self-control would lead 
=.   om u,e.o-" =e.ho= Rent  Lot   ow, ,e  ,ze ,,,.g of w ,e p oe e . .= ,  disco=*ort of d.=.,o, o* 
stylists and makeup-men create the image and , _ and content of a budget controls. That the A.I.B. the consumer, that is, the the~troublewe ar '--in ow. 
bear little relation to the should slide slowly into rest of us. . If the A.I.B. programme, 
"the mediumlsthemessage"..t"lkKXqLIrll, J l . J i . LA l i ' *me"*S  time that is taken to oblivion, umourned by "rnemeasureotsuccess just ended had done 
• Runaway inflation, six-digit unemployment, prepare it. Most of us most, and with but a accorded the A.I.B. nothin~ else, its 
and  organized opposition to every industry and refrain from public whimper is not program.me must., be inauguration and the 
job-creating construction project - from pipeline to plywood factory - has caused this most patient The high cost of food is one of the most popula! comment until all the necessarily a bad thing, ren ectea.ln me spm.t o~. controversy surrounding 
details have been What will be bad is if the control mat ]s retainer it has heined to point out 
of all men, this most faithful and unwearying ot subjects for discussion today. Most ofusaosume disclosed. . compulsory restraints inow'::thst'~.it';is'*en'ded. ,the~"~ro~m,'..,h~d , a "~ 
alI iiublic servants to reach out and seek to with- there is little we can do to reduce our food bill - One who did not wait, in are not replaced by a :Businessl~ders haven ~s ib ]vremedy!~.  ~ 
draw his hat from the political arena. "Enough other than to eat  less and select cheaper the case of the recent hearty measure of self- responsibility 'tb"e'ds/z~ ' "  ~ . . . . . . .  " " '~ ..... 
lsenough~thisgoedmanseemstobep~eading..~varieties-t~ougheventhesewi~lcostmorethan FederaI Budget.was the control and a well- that prices do not Duff Pattullo is reputed 
The role of Skeena MLA is too ineffectual, foods we once considered ear. indomita'Bleof Lilloeet. "weMa MurraYare in- developed sense of skyreeket he moment to have said that "|f you 
The April issue of the B.C. Government News debted to P~iul St: Pierre responsibility, that the muzzle is off the are not part of the 
Nobody in Victoria listens or means business has come up with a valid suggestion how con- for a first- hand report of It is very natural to gun. solution then you must be 
her comments. With assume that self-control And on the other side of part of the problem." We 
characteristic bluntness and resDonsibility does the fence? Those whose all have a choice, we can 
anymore. The political rat-race is just that. 
House sessions are too long. Nothing is getting sumers can do something about it. British 
do~.e. The crew of the ship of state has struck an Columbians can grow their own vegetables, even 
igeberg - and the crew d~es  to' take a cot- if they live in aparments.Here is how it is being and uncanny perception, not appeal to us. They are wages have been con- aggravate the problem, ' 
feebreak rather than hand out life preserves, done in Victoria, Richmond, and Bm'naby; she said that "about all forthe "othei~ guy". The trolled. Will they be or by, exercising some 
Can anyone blame Cyril Shelford, MLA for ' These three cities have fo]Iowed an "Allotment they could do, anyhow is time has come for us to prepared to exercise se l f - cont ro l  and  monkey about with the realize that we are all some self-control in their responsibility, we can be 
Skeena, for "WANTING OUT"? garden program" that was successfully initiated taxes. There is no man someone lse's "other demands or will they be part of, and contribute to 
in  1974. It is patterned somewhat after the with a quick remedy for guy" and that it really is tempted to accelerate he the solution. What will 
"Victory Gardens" of World War II -' but with the mess we have got the time for self-control inflationary spiral? Like you do? 
and responsibility. improvements, ourselves into." 
• ~..  ~ Plots to grow your own preduce can be rented It is to the cre~t of. .The, word  "respon- 
~ ~;~\~."~i~ \ ' \  there on a first-come first-served .basis for $20 Jeanmade Chretienno attem-tthat heto nearaSmie: asWaSousmesstrequepUY'ano [~/~/~11 ' 
per 1,000 square feet. Established plot holders . . . . . . .  ' the/.,ro~iood other community leaders 
"~., ~ ~ ~ ~ ' have first option for renewal. . as long as youlive ov~=, ~o ~ v . . . , , ,~ ~.~\ ,~!~, ,  M=ssiah read~,to]oo,1, o referred to the Federal 
in an apartment building or in a residence fight into the ,milk and Budget. That doeu~lent 
/ / . .without land, available for crop production, honey land of an election. =~?.~^,°",, ^=.;'..~ ^~'; 
~ ~ ~ \ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  ~"~}7"~ / / ~ ' garden and Facilities such as water' parking areas' t°ilets tt "°s  interestin~ toh°°"" ~=~" |~" p cnic hose, areas tool ,are fer ilizer, provided, s eds, You pl nts hring and a the attribu  . . . . .  F ance our Minister ~'present . . . . .  approve, s ending, a move s" '='"" '=""  We we are all 
problems to our lack of reminded however, of 
f /~  pest control materials, control over our Jean Chretien. when in 
Even for those who don't have q green thumb resources during the .Vancouver last year, 
! or can t tell a weed from a fe~d - allotment nineteen sixties and describing government 
~-  garden supervisors are available to provide as a mighty machine 
advice. 
seventies. The com- 
parative vitures of hind- andone that cored not 
M a r s h  World . ow much money can you save? For the sight and foresight need slowed quickly or easily. 
average family - at today's prices -'during one no explanation par- Responsible is ~ also 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) year the horticulture branch estimates a $300 - ticularly when the word that may be applied currentstaggeringdeficit tothe Provincial Budget. 
LESSER YELLOWLEGS- This common shorebird $400 saving over the  retail value of the is now restricting the The intention to maintain 
likes the exposed mud fiats and shallow marsh vegetab les .  
edges where it searches for food consisting TWO or three hours a week in your plot will I Federal Government a balanced budget and from making significant not to let spending run 
largely of aquatic insects end crustecea. It also ensure that you have a steady supply of freshl cuts in its proposed ex- ahead of revenue is 
eats small frogs and toads. Both sexes sreallke, vegetables- as well as a good supply of fresh air, J penditures, commendable. The 
their plwvge ~ b~rred end mottled pattern on exercise sunshine and healthy, living. Other[ We welcome the sales Government Is to be 
black, gray and white. The bright yellow legs 
are the only touch of color. Though chiefly e pluses beyond price include relaxation,'peace[ tax reductions that were applauded for its tern- 
spring and fall migrant on the prairies, there are and quiet, comradeship, sociability - ands helpl negotiated with the porary elimination of Provinces. They will some of the taxes paid ~Ys 
reports of prairie summer nesting, towards the family budget - as well as respan- small business but it 
breeding grounds are to the north, ding to a personal challenge. For the overweight 
and underweight there are further benefits. I 
Principal i encourage consumer ~/I; 
spending temporarily, questionable whether the ..... : ...... ~." ..... 
but it is unlikely that the time limits stipulated is 
'" '~ { '~ School could also encourage children's plots, cuts will provide a long- sufficient for most small "For the money I'm paying for thiS. pbdrait, 
with guidance f rom the Department oi l  term solution to the business to  take full I hope you're getting beneath the mdsce 
Agriculture; the vocational classes could con-| problem of poor con- advantage of it. "Small" 
struct greenhouses to accompany the sch~l[  sumer demand stemming may often equal and painting the real me." 
A from alpack of con- "maneuverable" but one TER R.CE/KITIMAT gardens, with perhaps some experimentation | fidence andthe inevitable cannot assume that many 
- '!  d ly ha Id carr ied out in soilless gardening| Lett to the Edit ~[  r~ (hydroponics) and hot-house gardening over tha i  , ' , 
Winter months. [ era  or .  Glneral Office, 635-6357 ~ 
Circulation.635.4357 Sterling Publishers [ Lynx); but a recent Local merchants would also profit from. the Editor, Terrace 'Daily sale of seeds, bedding plants and gardening [ Herald; statement by the Hon. even one trap fully in the andthen teach trappers " four years of' its how to use it. 
Sam Bawlf (B.C. existence. PUBLISHER...Don Cromack supplies; clothing stores would sell gardening[ They are just animals Minister o Con- • 
MANAGING EDITOR..,Ernest S~lor ' attire from straw hats to green.thumb gloves, l Mr; Bswlf's priorities Mrs. DianeP. Givvins 
REPORTERS...Donna Valll~'es (Terrace.Thornhlll) and drug stores would turn oversun-tan lotions I --is this the basic outlook servation). Mr. Bawlf appear to be completely P.O. Box 5283, Postal Sta. 
REPORTERS...S¢ofl erowes (Kltlmat.Kltamoat) and creams, insect repellent an~i linament for[ of 'the B.C. government? stated that B.C. is span- out of line. The first step B 
The facte of the case point ding $2t,000.00 this year is to find a humane trap 
Published every weekday at 3212 Kalum St., Terence, sore muscles! . . to this attitude when it in the search for more ' • ,Vietbria, B.C. 
B.C. A member of Varified Circulation. Authorlzedss" For any person or group ser, jously seeking comes to the B.C, humane.traps. 
second class nlall. Registration number 1201. Po~tage further information they can wr i~ to "Allotment government and the lack TODAY IN HISTORY 
pold In cash, return poitage guaranteed, Gardening Supervisor ; B. i . • y of encouragement i  the , Actually it turns out By THE CANADIAN " C Mm~str of ~, , 
NOTE OF COPYRIGHT Agriculture, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, development of a more that B.C. gave $17,800.00 PRESS- 
humane trap. to Trapper Education and 1370--Construction of England, was rocked by 
B.C.V8W2ZT. Or telephone : 387-5121or 479-8421. What is alarming is not $3,200.00 to the FPCHT the Bastille, Paris for- an earthquake. 
The Herald retains full, complete and sole copyright It is also possible grant money for a Summer only that certain species (The Provincial Corn- tress and prison, began. ~ 
In any advertisement produced.and.or anyeditorial or project to start an allotment program in the are being currently to a mittee charged with IT01--Henry Fielding, lS61--Anti.de G~luile 
photographic content publllhed In the Herald. Terrace-Kitimat area might be available from point where if continued testing humane traps). English novelist, was French generals \in 
Reproduction Is not permitted without he written they couldbeontheverge We hear that the FPCHT born. ' Algeria Seized eontrol'~f 
permission ofthe Publisher. both!e[ther he provincial or federal, govenrments, or of extinction. (i.e. the B.C. still has not yet tested ISS4--Colchester, Algiers. ~ 
! 
Terrace scrub ball 
;i. on deck 
' " , i  
After a long, cold.! place or work. Banks, An end of summer 
winter of scuttling from ~.~ grocery stores, numerous tournament will be held 
fireside to office, about !~ retail outlets, govern- probablyin September, to
800 amateur ~thletes in ments agencies and determins their year's 
Terrace will be getting church groups have :winning team. 
hack into shade on the got teams in theleague. The Herald will he 
diamond dm:ing this JuA a'bout every carrying results from all 
year's scrub league organization in town is of the scrub league 
softball play. 
League organizer Ken 
Grange said 1977's league 
was so successful.24 
teams were involved-that 
it was decided to try the 
fun and. fitness event 
again. A total of 39 teams; 
have signed up for this 
year's legue. 
• Most of the participants 
are from • teams 
orgainzed through their 
entering a team, Granger 
said. 
League play will not 
have advance schedule 
because the games will 
be played on a challenge 
• hasm starting May 1, but 
Grange said • he expects 
an average of 10 teams 
will be playing each 
evening at ball fields 
around town. 
Golfer recalls great round 
Ken Black had all the Amateur title in 1939 and 
adv~.ntages little boys was. a finalist on three 
aspiring to become great other occasions. He was 
golfers dream of. He was a member of the B.C. 
the son of a golf pro, had Willingdon Cup Team, an 
his first set of clubs when unprecedented 11 Umes; 
he was three and lived B.C. Amateur Champion 
right on the golf course, three years, and was 
• He had a "couple of Canadian Western Open 
o ther  necessary  ehamp and B.C. Closed 
ingredients. He'loved the titlist as Well. 
games as they are 
played. 
I 
Caml)agnol0 meeting 
Mayor Cec Purees says Quebec City at fi meeting 
the .federal government in Ottawa Friday. 
must protect the future of Unless Ottawa uses its 
professional hockey in .leverage to maintain 
Canada's three World hockey as the country's 
Hockey Association national sport. Purees 
cities. " told a news conference on 
Purees says that 
message was given to 
Iona Campagno lo ,  
federal minister" for 
fitness and amateur 
sport, by the mayors of 
Edmonton, Winnipe[ and 
Monday.' Edmonton, 
Winnipeg and ~uebec 
City could one cr~y "be 
left out in the cold." 
The mayors outlined 
their cities' needs for 
federa l  f inanc ia l  
Rodgers wins Boston run 
] 'HE HERAL[ ;  Wednesday,  Apri l  19,.1978, PAGE 
pushes Loto sport., funding 
operating assistance in 
WHA arenas. 
Purees said ,Mrs. 
Campanolo. indicated 
"the doors are not closed 
to federal funds." She 
told the mayors that she 
will push for extension of 
the Loto Canada lottery 
beyond 1979 to raise 
money for sports assist- 
ance. 
Quebec City is seeking 
federal funds for a 51000- 
BOSTON (AP) -- Bill home in 2:10.15. Monday, falling back 
Rodgers put another Jerome Drayton • of halfway through the race, 
trophy on display in his Toronto, the 1977 winner,, finally settling for a 23rd- 
local sporting oods store started the race despite place finish in 2:18.15. 
today after winning the being hampered by a 
Boston Marathon in the pulled hamstring muscle F i n I a nd '  s E d a 
closest finish" of the suffered last weekend, Tikkanen faded on the 
event's 82-year history, but dropped out early, three hills, including 
"What was unique Rodgers, winner of four famed, Heartbreak Hill 
about his race was that I marathons last year, about six miles from the 
had a guy on my tail right wore down his chief finish, but hung on to 
to the finishline," the 30- rivals in the field of 4,212 finish third in 2:n.15. We~r e
year-old former school starters in the 26-mile, 
teacher said Monday 365-yard Hopkinton-to- Jack Fultz, former Georgetown star and 
after winning the Beaten Boston ruri. " winner of the 1976 Boston L is ted  
Marathon in two hours,10 He also won the New run, was fourth in 2 : ll.17, 
minutes, 13 seconds-- York City Marathon last followed by Randy 
°nlY 18"sec°nds °ff the Oct°berandtheFuku°ka Th°mas ' 'a  R°dgers H e r e /  
course record he set in Marathon in Japan last protege, in 2:11.25. 
1975. " ' 
me and worked hard at "I was a caddy at 
proviqg his own. Shaughnessy," related 
Ken was the son o fKen ,  who •also played 
Davie Black, the pro at soccer and baseball. " I  
V a n e o u v e r '  s o I d would pick up the good 
Shaughnessy Golf Club, points whe/~ caddying for 
when that lush links was good golfers. I tried to 
located at 83rd and Oak, emulate what they did 
where  Vandusen  best.'" 
BotenioalGardens is now His first major ac- 
located. complishment came 
He set and broke the when he reached the 
club record twice at the finals of the B.C. 
par 71 track. But his Amateur in 1928. He was 
blistering eight-under- 16. 
Par 63 on the final round "But the highlight of 
of the 1936 Golden Jubilee my career was the 
Tournament, where he Jubilee Open. Nelson had 
beat the likes of Byron putted outon the 18th and 
Nelson, Jim Thompson finished vnth a 278 (four- 
and Horton Smith - the r~und) total, when we 
best U.S. professionals of were teeing off on the 
the day - was the 10th." 
highlight of his illustrious 
golf career, in which he "J immy Thompson 
resisted the urge to turn .~id to me we had to get 
professional himself, m at three-under totie. I 
"Oddly enough," said shota 29 (after a 34 on the 
the 66 year-old Ken who front), for..275 .and 
still plays the game for "_r_nompson nnmnoa wzm a 
fun,,'I ney, erhatl a lesson ~, " 
" " " '  '~"" '~"  '~ th from ray,',~c~:.~Hewould .,, 3V;e,,.were ~ e., Jast 
oc6asi~Ilg,'b~'/ri i~; a':." ithreespme.on: the course .... 
couple of p~'lh'~t~/~ 'off'ili~""aniithe real highlight was 
swing andthen I would go' walkingup to. the 18.th 
and practice, but he ~een. Tnere nan to oe 
never spent hours on five, six or or seven 
lessons with me." , thousand people knowing 
Interestingly, both I had won the tournament 
father and son were and after defending his 
origional inductees to the three titles in 1946, Ken 
British Columbia Sports retired from tournament 
Hall of Fame in 1966. play. 
Father cut quite a swath But with spring in the 
through the professional air, he'll be polishing up 
ranks and son  did the the clubs for yet another 
same through the season of golf. 
amateurs.., as well as the "It's a great game for 
professionals. ' companionship and 
Ken won the Canadian fellowship,"• says Black. 
Home helps NHL teams 
win with support 
seat arena addition while 
If you were a betting' Cournoyer Scored two 
rson and wagered on goals to lead the . 
home teams in the Canadiens attack and c ning night games of also had one~ assist National Hockey playing on a lihe with 
League Stanley Cup Rejean Houle and Pierre 
quarter-final playoff Mondou. 
series, you were an easy At Uniondale, N.Y., the 
winner. ' • Leafs came out with the 
All the home teams won same humping and 
their, openers Monday grinding style they used ' 
night with Montreal toelinminate Los Angeles 
Canadiens drubbing in two straight games • 
Detroit Red Wings 6.2, during the preliminary 
New York Islanders round. 
trouncing Toronto Maple "But let's face it, this 
Leafs 4-1; Boston Bruins team is a lot tougher 
clipping •Chicago Black physically than Lbe 
Hawks 6-1 and Angeles," said Toronto 
Phi ladelphia F lyers  coach Roger Neilson. 
bbuneingBuffalo Sabres "Whether they played 
4-1, . . that much better,in the 
While the Canadiens first period is something 
"got off tea  rather slow wewillhave to flnd out." 
start against the 'Red ' Mike Kaszyeki and 
Wings in Montreal, there Mike Bossy each had goal 
was no doubt they were and an assist as the 
- the better team once they Islanders treaked to a 3- 
got their legs again. O lead in the first period.' 
Montreal coach Scotty In Boston, Peter. Me- 
Bowman said he felt ' Nab scored two goals and 
early pefialties assessed assisted on another to 
by  referee Ron Wicks lead the Bruins to their' 
slowed the Canadiens triumph. 
• down a bit. And Detroit Boston had a 41-25 eclge 
coach Bobby Kromm se~id in shots on goal and • 
neither club played well Chicago coach Bob 
in the contest which was Pulford noted that his 
watched, by only 15,095 club had to be stronger in 
fans. • its own end. 
• ','We helped them by • "Weknow whatthey do 
making the mistakes we and it's a question of 
made, r' Kremm said. "I being up to counteract 
was very unimpressed, them,"he said. 
Wemad#too many basic Despite the victory, 
e~orn, ' ' Boston coach Don Cherry 
,'Five of the six goals was not overconfident. 
they got were gifts by us. "What is this, a setup? 
• Welitsraily made it easy Four years ago we l~at 
for them,,, , ,them 8.3 and they came 
COURNOYER " NETS back and b~at us two 
TWO . . . .  / games in a three.game 
Team' captain, Yva'n ser ies ."  , 
' I 
Winnipeg is exploring the 
possibility of building a 
new facility. 
Edmonton wants $3.7 
million to  cover debts 
froth construction of the 
Edmonton Coliseum as 
part of Ottawa's com- 
mitment to the 1978 Com- 
monwealth Games. 
Purees said discussions 
with Mrs. Campagnolo 
are continuin[~ in an el- 
t, ,'t to arrange financin~ 
f,., the debts. 
"1' ,re don't maks a mine 
n~)w to entrench ockey 
as :, national sport we 
eouhl lose it." 
Purees said at 
economic war exists 
".between the WHA and 
National Hockey League 
which could ultimately 
destroy hockey in 
Ca~cla. 
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Business 
!i! Not listed, in our 
B,O, Tel D,reot0ry, 
i i i ~ j ~  TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICAL  CENTRE-63S-  3300 
iiil BOVm BOOr SHOP. 6..,4 0 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES. 635.4227 
THE HOBBY HUT. 63$.9393 
THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP. 63$.223S 
GEMINI EXCAVATING. 635.3479 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD December. li He was chased to t  he Fran~ Shorter, the 1972 Gayle Barren- of 
finish line by unheralded Olympic marathon  Atlanta was the first 
• Jeff Wells, a 23-year-old champion and the 1976 finisher among the field • 
seminary student from runner-up in Montreal, of more than 200 women. 
Dallas. Wells charged was the first to wilt Her time was 2:44.52. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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• The new ChevmletMalibu. 
F rvthin we e said in ourads isla'ue. 
• Bu yE u' 'e got to drive it to licvc it. 
We're asking you to swallow a lot. The new standard at foot level. It combines with new opening rear vent 
Mallbu, compared to last year, Is over 600 pounds 
lighter, almost 18 Inches shorter. And yet many Interior 
dimensions are larger. 
' So we're Issuing an InQItatlon. Come in to your , 
Chevrolet dealer. TaRe a test drive. ChecR the back seat 
.and check the front. Your own sense of comfort ells you 
that Mallbu Is bigger Inside, smaller outside. As a matter 
of fact, rear seat hlproom In ~e 4-door Mallbu sedan Is 
as wide as In the full-size ChevPolet sedan. 
Now feel the ride. Instead of concentrating on the 
length, we've concentrated on the suspension. The new 
Mallbu gives you ride qualities associated with cars of a, 
longer wheelloase. 
• Even the trunk Will amaze you. Helped In part by 
GM~ new compact spare tire, It actually offe~'s more 
cubic feet of space than last year. "l'lle dash Is divided Into 
functional sections that can be removed for easier 
serv!clng, A two;level power ventilation system on the 
sedan and wagon selects cool air for face level, warm a i r  
windows to draw fresh air through the car, even when 
stopped. 
Standard engine on Mallbu Is a compact V-6 Which, 
with less welghtto pull, can mean better fuel economy. 
A compact V-6 engine with available automatic 
transmission that delivers 38 Kin/gal, cry, 54 km/gal, 
highway, 44 kin/gal, combined based on approvecl 
Transport Canada test methods. (Remember these fuel 
economy figures are estimates which may be subject to 
revision, The actual.fuel economy you get will vary 
depending on the driving you do, your driving habits, 
your car's condition, and available qulpment.I In' 
engineering, styling, roominess and efficiency, Mallbu 
can offer the resale value people traditionally look for In 
GM cars, 
We began by asking you notre believe our ads 
until you drove our cars. Because after you drive the new 
Mallbu, we think you will be the best advertisement we've 
got. Buy.lng or leasing? See Your Chevrolet Dealer soon.' 
Some of the equipment Illustrated is ~;vallal31e at extra cost, 
,dk  
Malibu. e age of Inner Space. / 
• ' . .  ,, 
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Team Canada organizes 
Rick Noonan has been 
appointed trainer for 
Team Canada '78. 
Noonan has had ex- 
tensive experience with 
Canadian teams dating' 
back to National Team 
days under Father 
Bauer. Presently trainer 
for the University of 
British Columbia Athletic 
Department, he has been 
trainer for the W.H.A.'s 
version of Team Canada 
'74 as well as last year 
with Team Canada '77. 
Assisting Rick will be 
Gerry Dean, the 
Equipment Manager and 
Assistant Trainer for the 
Cleveland Barons. In his 
sixth season, with the 
organization and his fifth 
with the Club, Dean has 
had extensive xperience 
in athletics. He was Head 
Trainer in '71 and '72 with 
the Columbus team in the 
International Hockey 
League, has worked with 
trainers in the Canadian 
Football League and 
"spent five seasons with 
the Toronto Marlboro's 
Junior ~B' team. 
Scout. for Team Canada 
Vice Chariman Bill' 
Watters announces that 
Derek Ho lmes  has 
become Team Canada's 
official scout for the 
World Championships. 
Holmes who was General 
Manager of Team 
Canada '77 has a wealth 
of international hockey 
exper ience,  having 
played, coached 'and 
managed on the in- 
ternational scene during 
his caeer. "We feel the 
Team has one of the best 
minds in international 
hockey, working for us in 
assessing the teams 
Canada has to play", 
stated Watters. 
Reminder 
Team Canada will be 
departing April 16th. 
Prior to the World 
trurnamcnt Canada will 
play several exhibition 
games. They are: 
April 10 and 20 against 
the Swedish National 
ream 
i 
April 22 and 23 against 
the Czech National 'A' 
and 'B' Teams.. 
Argos avoid legal contract 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
Toronto Argonauts broke 
a legally-binding contract 
when '  they decided 
Friday not to pursue 
former Miami Dolphins 
defensive lineman Don 
Reese, the fromer 
National Football League 
player's agent said. 
Owner Bill Hodgson of 
the Canadian Football 
League club said Reese, 
whom the Argos ap- 
parently signed two 
weeks ago, would not join 
ghe club this season or in 
the foreseeable future. 
Reese, with another 
former Dolphin, Randy 
Crowder, is serving a 
one-year jail term in 
Florida 'a f te r  being 
convicted on a drug 
trafficking charge last 
August. 
Reese's lawyer, one- 
time Dolphin great, Nick 
Buonieonti, has been 
pushing for the player's 
release from prison by 
May so he could join the 
Argonauts training camp 
at the Univers i ty of 
Guelph on May 31. 
Both Hodgson and  
general manager Dick 
Shatto denied the adverse. 
~ ublicity had anything to o with their decision not 
to carry Reese this year. 
" I  understand from 
Reese's lawyer that he 
couldn't fulfil his con- 
tract,"  Hodgson said 
Friday night. "We want 
to provide him every 
American league 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
The skies were over- 
cast, a stiff wind was 
blowing and only about 
500 spectators were on 
band. 
Oakland A's felt right 
at home in Bloomington, 
Minn., Monday, where 
they beat Minnesota 
Twins 7-2 for their sixth 
Amer ican  League 
baseball victory in the 
last seven games. , 
Picked by most experts 
to lag near the bottom of 
the West Division, the A's 
are off to a surprising 7-3 ,: 
start. Manager Bobby 
Winkles feels this may be 
partly due to the un- 
certainty of which city 
the team would be calling 
home-Oakland or Den- 
ver. 
• "The uncertainty of 
where we'd 'end up 
playing kept us loose this 
spring," sa id Winkles. 
"Normally we'd get to 
the park about 10:30 a.m. 
This year the players 
would get there about 10 
andshave a 30-minute 
rumor session." 
In other American 
League games Monday, 
Detroit Tigers beat 
Chicago White Sox 10-9, 
Kansas City Royals beat 
Toronto Blue Jays 3-1, 
Boston Red Sox defeated 
Milwaukee Brewers 9-2, 
Cleveland Indians beat 
Texas Rangers 6-0, 
Baltimore Orioles beat 
New York Yankees 6-1 
and California Angels de- 
feated Seattle Mariners 7- 
3. 
KEEP TO PATTERN 
The A's trailed 2-0 after 
the first inning but came 
back with four runs in the 
second to go ahead to 
stay. 
"Oakland has out- 
pitched the whole league 
so far this year," said 
Minnesota manager Gene 
Mauch, whose club was 
blanked after the first 
inning by Pete Broberg, ' 
2-0, and Elias Sosa, who 
pitched 22-3 innings of 
one-hit relief. 
The A's have given up 
just 15 runs in the 10 
ga,nes they've played. 
A paid attendance of 
2,054 was announced, but 
the actual number of fans 
braving ,the gloomy 
weather was closer to 500. 
Tigers I0 White Sex 9 
The Tigers rallied for 
four runs in the bottom of 
the ninth to beat Chicago. 
Ron LeFlore hit a two-run 
double, Lou Whitaker 
drove home the Wing run 
with a single and the 
gamewinner scored on a 
throwing error by White 
Sex right fielder Bobby 
Bonds. 
Detroit starter Mark 
Fidrych, who had arm 
problems last season but 
opportunity to sign with 
another club. I un- 
derstand Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers ]s in- 
terested." 
"The motion to have 
• Reese released in time 
for the Argos' camp 
hasn't  even been made 
yet. We have a signed 
contract and we expect 
Argos to live up to it," 
Huthwaite said. 
Told of the Toronto 
move Friday, Recse said 
came as a surprise --  
!~a very unple~.ant 
surprise" - -  and that he 
had had no prior notice of 
any problem noncerning 
the Argo •contract. 
f 
looked strong in spring 
training and in pitching 
complete-game victories 
in his first two starts, left 
the game after four in- 
nings, complaining of a 
stiff shoulder. 
Royals 3 Blue Jays 1 
Kansas City won its 
seventh in a row on 
George Brett's tworun 
homer in the eighth in- 
ning. Winning pitcher 
Larry Gura, 1-0, limited 
the Blue Jays to three hits 
over seven innings. 
Red Sex 9~Brewers 2 
Butch Hobson drove in 
three runs with a homer •
and a double and Fred 
Lynn and Jim Rice drove 
in two runs each as the 
Red Sex scored their fifth 
straight victory. 
Indians 6 Rangers 0 
• Former Ranger Rick 
Waits, making his first 
start of the season, pit- 
ched a two-hitter for 
Cleveland and Ron 
Pruitt, also a • former 
Texas player, hit a three- 
run homer to highlight a 
six-run sixth inning. 
Orioles 6 Yankees 1 
Doug DeCinces hit a 
two-run homer in the fifth 
inning and Baltimore 
went on to beat New York 
behind Mike Flanagan's 
five-hit pitching. 
Angels 7 Mariners 3 
Don Baylor drove in 
three runs with a home 
run and sacrifice fly, 
leading Califoi'nia over 
Seattle. California left- 
hander Frank Tanaha 
became the American 
League's first threegame 
winner, struggling to vic- 
tory despite giving up 12 
hits. 
Pro players "tied up"- 
By MEL SUFRIN 
CP Sports Editor 
GOTEBORG, Sweden 
(CP) --  Swedish hockey 
fans are likely to have 
mixed feelings when their 
national team plays 
Team Canada tonight in a 
warmup~game for the 
world championship 
starting April 26 in 
Prague. 
They havea traditional 
hatred of the Canadians 
whom they've been 
taught to regard as 
bullies. But they have a 
rela tively-recent 
realization that Sweden •
now faces the same 
not to .play Pn ague 
problems as Canada in and LarsErik Sjoberg of 
trying to put together its Winnipeg Jets. 'are tied 
best team for the world up in  National Hockey 
championship. League and World 
That's because, like Hockey Association 
Canada's, ome of the top playoffs and won't be 
Swedish stars, such as available for Prague. 
Borje Salming of Toronto "It used to be that they 
Maple Leafs and Ulf Nil- really didn't believe it 
sson, Anders Hedbcrg when Canada c,ompla~ed 
No new tide changing WHA play-off ideas 
By THE CANADIAN fourth on Friday. shot scored against hem. was. asked if he planned 
PRESS The third series con- are determined to con- any changes for Wed- 
that scheduling pre- 
vented it from sending its 
best players," said Derek 
Holmes, chief scout tot 
Team Canada. "Now 
they realize the con- 
straints of professional 
hockey." 
Holmes, who watched 
Sweden and Finland lose 
two exhibition games 
each tothe Soviet Union, 
said such players as 
Garry Unger of St. Louis 
Blues and Marcel Dionne 
of Los Angeles Kings are 
familiar to Swedish fans. The prospects for an 
early end to their World 
Hockey Associat ion 
quarter-finals looked 
good for Winnipeg Jets 
and New England 
Whalers going into the 
third game of both series 
Wednesday. 
The Jets took a 2-0 lead 
over Birmingham Bulls 
at Winnipeg and the best- 
of-seven set switches to 
Birmingham for the third 
game Wednesday and the 
fourth game Friday. 
The Whalers also hold a 
2-0 lead over Edmonton 
Oilers with the third 
game in Edmohton on 
Wednesday and the 
• tinues in Houston tonight 
with the Aeros holding a 
1-0 lead over Quebec 
' Nordiques. The third and 
fourth games are in 
Quebec Thursday and 
Friday. 
What makes the 
Winnipeg and New 
England prospects look 
good for continued 
success is the fact that 
neither of their opponents 
has offered any new ideas 
for turning the tide. 
LOSE ON PENALTIES 
The Bulls, who lost the 
two games in Winnipeg 
because their rough play 
resulted in nine power 
play goals and a penalty 
tinue with the same nesday's game. 
tactics at home. "You'd better see if a!! The ar r iva l  here Monday of Team Canada 
And Oilers coach Glen the Jets will come first, was marked in the local 
Sather v~as busy com- said Sonmor. "They'll be press by the observation 
plaining about the of- running and hiding like that Canada apparently 
ficiating of referee Bill. the last time they came learned much from the 
Friday at New England in. We're not going to violent behavior of some 
but that did not explain change our game plan." of its players last year in 
how New England 
wrapped up its second Jets coach Larry Vienna. 
win Sunday night with Hillman said of the up-  The writer commented 
two shorthanded goals: coming games in Bir- that Canada had left at 
"The one thing tha't mingham: home all the bad player~ 
makes this a .minor  'Td  like to win both but except Wilf Paiement. 
league is the officiating," 
said Sather. "It looks like 
Friday had it in for us." 
Birmingham coach 
Glen Sonmor continued 
his team's effort to in- 
timidate the Jets when he 
World's swimmers to compete 
WEST BERLIN (AFP) 
- -  Canada, with 124 
swimmers, will have the 
largest contingent among 
55 countries and 1,242 
athletes competing here 
at the world swimming 
championships Aug. 18- 
28, organizers said 
Baseball ) 
both in the eighth, and 
recorded nine strikeouts 
before needing ninth- 
inning relief help from 
Dave Tomlin. 
Rick Monday spoiled 
Bonham's hutout when 
he homered in the bottom 
of the eighth inning. The 
Dodgers got their second 
run on Bill Russell's RBI 
grounder. 
Morgan scored four of 
the Reds' runs, including 
a theft of home on the end 
of a double steal. Dave 
Concepcion had three 
singles for Cincinnati and, 
Johnny Bench added a 
double and single to drive 
in a pair of runs. 
Dodgers starter Burt 
Hooton was tagged with 
the loss, his second in as 
many decisions this 
, season. 
Phililes 6 Pirates 2 
J im Lonborg and Tug 
McGraw combined on a 
sevenhitter to lead 
Philadelphia over Pitt- 
sburgh. Along with his 
strong pitching per- 
formance, Lonborg drove 
.in two runs. Greg 
Luzinski added a two-run 
homer for Philadelphia 
off losing pitcher John 
Candelaria. 
'Mets 6 Cardinals 2 
Doug Flynn smashed a
tiebreaking single in the 
fourth inning and con- 
tributed another run- 
scoring hit in the sixth to 
lead New York over St. 
Louis in a Contest delayed 
by rain. 
Flynn's hits backed the 
strong pitching of right- 
hander Nine Espinosa 
andpinned the defeat on 
Cardinals le f t -hander  
Tuesday. second world chain- 
The United States has pionships in Cali, 
entered 106 swimmers Colombia, in 1975 and 700 
followed by West Ger- swimmers representing 
many, 105, and the Soviet 48 countries at the 
Union, 9S. East Germany inaugural world cbam- 
will have 74 swimmers, pionships in Belgrade, 
There were 39 countries .Yugoslavia, in 1973. ' 
and 700 swimmers at the 
National league 
Pete Falcone. 
Giants 5 Braves 1 
Willie McCovey's two- 
run triple capped a three- 
run, fifthinning rally that 
led Vida Blue and San 
Francisco over Atlanta. 
The victory was Blue's 
first in  the National 
League and squared his 
record at 1-1. The left- 
bander went seven in- 
nings, allowing five hits 
and one earned run. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
we'll take them one at a It .was Paiement, of 
time. As long as the re f  Colorado Rockies, who 
calls them by the book admitted that  in 
we'll be okay. They Canada's 11-1 loss to the 
(Bulls) deserve all the SevietUnion he wanted to 
penalties they get." stir things up and hurt 
someone. 
Ter race  
' INCOME 
TAX 
• d P SERVICE 
635-2525 
--PERSONAL AND SMALL BUSINESS 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY" 
SI.O ":: 
4602 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE B.C. 
CANUCK 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
Cincinnati Reds admit 
to being a bunch of front- 
runners .  
As a matter of fact, 
riley like it that way. 
"We're in front in the 
West Division and we 
'plan on staying in front 
the rest of the way," Joe 
Morgan sa id  Monday 
night after hitting three 
doubles to help the Reds 
beat Los Angeles 
Dodgers 8-2 in the 
season's f irst con- 
frontation between the 
National League West 
rivals. 
"When we're in front, 
we're tough to catch," 
said Morgan. "And I 
know some ~people have 
been saying this first 
series doesn't mean 
much. But  this game 
tonight is every bit as im- 
portant as the games 
we' l l  play against the 
Dodgers in September." 
Bill Bonhani, who has 
taken the play away from 
Tom Seaver as the big 
winner on the Cincinnati 
staff, pitched eight in- 
nings of five-hit ball for 
his-third victory of the 
season. 
"When" you get that 
many runs, it makes it 
'easy," said Bonham. 
In other'~ National 
League 'baseball action, 
Philadelphia Phillies 
defeated Pittsburgh Pi- 
rates 6-2, New York Mets 
beat St. Louis CardinaJs 
6-2 and San Francisco 
Giants defeated Atlanta 
Braves 5-1. 
Bonham gave up just 
five hits and two runs, 
~ A CANADIAN' C~)MI=ANY 
TRU'IOK 
, RENTAL 
Crew Cabs, %Tons, 
1/2 Tons,. Suburbal is, 
Jimmies,. Conventional 
if you reside in Terrace or 
Thornhili and do not have , an  d 4x ' s .  
a paper carrier . . . .  
t wehavea . . . .  For rental information 
SPEOIAL OFFERI i 
o.s.s.,.., contact Terrace Agent: 
FOR YOU[ 
PHONE DAWN: 
636-6367 
Jim McEwan 
TelePhone 636-4941 
Dealer Lioenee Number 1492A Terraoe, B J). 
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ReCommendations from the 
L 
Northern. challenges for .Women 
PRESS RELEASE: 
The  Nor thern  
Challenges for Women 
Conference was held in 
Terrace at the Northwest 
Community College 
, campus.April 14-16, 1978. 
This conference was 
sponsored by the 
Women's Studies Ad- 
visory Committee in 
conjunction with the 
Smither's Community 
Law Centre, the 
Aboriginal Studies Ad- 
visory Committee, the 
Labour Studies Advisory 
Committee, the Early 
Childhood Advisory 
Committee and Nor- 
thwest Community 
College. 
A variety of workshops 
were held ranging from 
Country Women's Self 
Sufficiency, theVan-  
couver Women's Health 
Collectice to Women and 
Aging; an Inquiry. 
Singers Betsy Rose and 
Kathy Winter pFovided 
enter ta inment  on 
Saturday night. • 
With the participation 
of over 100 people from 
throughout the northwest 
region the following 
resolutions were drawn 
up: 
RESOLUTIONS from 
Workshop on Women and 
the Law: 
I.WOMEN in all our 
communities need more 
legal information and 
legal education and they 
should be encouraged to
use beth. 
Z.WOMEN in all our 
communitites should be 
encouraged to take an 
active role in ascer- 
taining and defining legal 
needs in the com- 
munities. 
3.WOMEN.want to .know 
conference 
against violence in their 
homes.. 
WE RECCOMEND that 
the R.C.M.P. and- 
judical system serimmly 
revise their training and 
pract(ces around in- 
tervention in  domestic 
violence" inorder to offer 
greater protection and 
legal recourse to women 
and children who are 
abuse in their home. 
WHEREAS w-e 
recognize that there is no 
100 percent, safe reliable 
birth control, method 
available for men and 
women; WE RECOM, 
MEND that funds be 
made available for birth 
control research. 
WHEREAS we recognize 
that abortion should not 
be written into the 
Criminal Code; 
WE RECCOMEND that 
abortion should be made 
available upon demand in 
all hospitals in British 
"Columb, a. 
WHEREAS we recognize 
that certain groups are 
acting politically to 
restrict the right of 
women to obtain 
adequate health care and 
information. 
BE IF RESOLVED 
that we write letters to 
the Minister of Health, 
Bob McLelland; and 
,Director of Community 
Grants, John Doughty, In 
support of the Vancouver 
Women's  Hea l th  
Collective. 
WHEREASabortion, rape 
and birth control .in- 
formation has been 
presented in the schools 
as •a moral issue. WE 
RECOMMEND 
that women be provided 
with unbiased access to 
information re rape, 
aboration and birth 
control. 
discriminatory sections 
from dze Indian Act. 
3.BE ITRESOLVED that 
non-native' women's 
groups actively com-' 
municate with native 
women's groups in north- 
western  Br i t i sh  
Columbia, so as to 
determine the most ef- 
fective way of working 
with one another in the 
struggle against racism- 
sexism, . 
FROM THE 
WORI~HOP.THE 
VANCOUVER 
WOMEN'S HEALTH 
COLLECTIVE WOMEN 
AGING: 
I .WHEREAS we 
ticipation.'in our com- 
munities. 
2.THAT participants" in 
this conference address 
themselves to the 
problem o f  elderly 
women and inequities in 
pension plans affecting 
elderly wotnen. 
FROM ;THE 
WORKSHOP.UNIONS 
AND ECONOMICS 
WHEREAS to be fully 
liberated women must be 
an integral part of 
society, 
WHEREAS' women do 
not want o be integrated 
into a society 'that ex- 
ploits people; 
BE IT RESOLVED 
that we support a fun- 
damental change in 
society such that 
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Damag fo d It y GROWN es r a u er new sunflower vsrkty bu 
been liesmod by Agriculture 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Willems. Court was told already an unhappy Qmda. CoroIm, a dwarf 
Robert Benz, who sued Willems began a love woman, mainly deterred olkesd~mflow~rcrigl~ting 
his former employer for affair with Mrs. Benz from leaving her husband from a ide~ti~ from the 
committing adulterywith while her husband was by fear that she would U.S.S.R. ouitlvar Cher- 
Benz' former wife, was working for him. lose her child, nianks, flower,, three.to itx 
days esrller than ~e variety awarded $1,0o0 in 'Robert and Mary Benz If it had not been for Kramodarets, i  equal in 
damages in British were divorced on grounds this fear, it is likely she maturity and substastlally 
Columbia Supreme Court of adultery in 1975 and would have left him shorter inhdght. 
two years later the for- Monday. before she met the de- 
Jus~ce J. S. Aikens mer Mrs. Benz married fendant, said the judge. I I |~  f inc~ • awarded the money to Willems. 
Benz, a Vancouver heavy HELPED MARRIAGE "My firm impression of
equipment operator who END the plaintiff's conduct is hotd in 
said he suffered emo. Justice Aikens said in that he has been moved 
tionally and had been his ' judgment that not so much by con- 
deprived of a large 'Willemsplayeda p rt in siderationsof honor and mid to-w 
amount of money through, bringing the marriage to injury to his feelings 
the loss of his wife's af- an end and Benz was by vindictiveness," ~ 
fe~tion and wage-earning thereforeentitled to some said. 
ability, damages. In setting the $1,000 ~ lnc01~vE 
Benz blamed the But he said that when award, Justice Aikens 
breakup of his marriage the defendant came on said this was a case for 
on builder Hendricus the scene, Mrs. Benz was moderation. 
- (~,,~,, ~ ~. . - -  ~ / ~  ~/ I -~ l l i  
Don't toss a salad ahead of time. The salad greens lose their life. It's a last minute Job 
before serving. 
• TOOVEY 
women. 
• clean, large rooms 
" ' R V I C E  " " '~ free covered parking Murder conviction 
][l.[g / * 2 movie theatres follows beatl S E ~r ind orpoo, 
across from the 
NEW WESTMINSTER, without parole. The jury : "  : :  • ! i ~  ~wsfme~F!ili~o Medical Cent~~ . .u .~ J$ . ,o  ~. , , .d  (CP) -- Kenneth made n  reeom- 1 '  ~ a strollto City Hall 
Hiscox; tg, of mendation on when 
Hiseox should be con- 
sidered for parole. 
Before sentence was 
pronounced, Hiscox said: " I,.|V~- |1. i ~ ! ~ ~  P~:  max. huli 
"You won't be making . ~ ~ T : ,  ~ ' "  strength my life miserable," and . . . . . . . .  
DealerLlcence'NumberO20,3A nmn0unv 1 S " I ~ ~  ~ 
recognize that he elderly 
and the young are vital 
parts 'of our c6mmunity. 
WE RECOMMEND economic and political 
that they should be given control is held by society 
more rights and op- as a whole, including 
portunities for par- 
S,C. 
Brian 
nearb con- victe~ La?n ley was British 
Columbla Supreme Court 
Monday of seconddegree 
murder in the July, 1976 
beating death of a 16- 
year-old girl, gesturing to his pa.rents, 
The body of Brenda "you'll be making other 
Kerseher of Surrey,nB.C. p e o p I e ' s I i v e s 
miserable." was found in the Fraser 
River following ateenage After he left the 
• 'drinking party beside the courtroom, Hiscox began 
river east of Vancouver. to struggle and it took 
ltiscox was sentenced 
to life imprisonment with 
a minimum of 10 years 
in advance what are WHEREAS the rape " 
lawyers' "specialities and laws in Canada re sexist 
how much. lawyers -and inhibit preeecutiona 
'- ~'. ~ - - %  -i~;-/.%~,~,~ ;:~:~;~ '.; , 
~uu~J,.,.zp~t., ~u  crime of violence and not " . . 
VANCOUVER a sexual crime. 
WOMEN'S HEALTH 
COLLECTIVE. 
REcoMMEDNATIONS 
from Workshops on ,Rape 
Relief, Abortion 
4 
t 
i v 
Couselling, and Van- 
couver Women's Health 
Collective: 
I .WHEREAS the  
government has the 
responsiblility o provide 
services to women of all 
ages, 
• .WHEREAS we 
recognize that the 
government  has  
neg lec ted  the i r  
responsibility and the 
women of all ages. must 
work to achieve these 
servites in Norhtern 
Communities. 
WE RECOMMEND 
THAT rape relief and 
abortion counselling be 
accessible to women of 
all ~iges through the 
education system as well 
as through community 
organizations. 
THAT' information 
regarding rape, violence 
against women, abortion 
and bit~th,control be 
accessible to women of 
all .ages through the 
education System as well 
as through community 
organizations. 
THAT self-defense for, 
women of all .ages, be 
available to women, 
through the eduction 
~ stem ,as:well as rough . organizations. 
• THAT eouselling and 
education of rape relief, 
abortion and violence 
against 'women and 
children: be made 
mfailable to men of all 
age ,s  th rough 
the eduction system as 
well as  through com- 
muni~ organizations. 
WHEREAS women 
currently have little 
recourse or protection 
WE RECOMMEND 
THAT rape be 
reclassified, and placed 
under the dass-ffication 
Assault, Sexual. 
THAT as such sexual 
assault should not ex- 
c lude  men as victims and 
legal husbands should be 
prsecuted for sexual. 
assault against their 
wives. 
WHEREAS we 
recognize that domestic 
violence is not being dealt 
with adequately b police 
or judicial system . 
WE RECOMMEND: 
THAT attitudes by 
police and judicial, 
sys tems towards  
domestic violence• be 
seriously reeiamlned 
'and changed to alter~the 
reality that at present 
women are often Victims 
of assault in their homes 
with no protection or 
LEGAL recourse. 
FROM WORKSHOP ON 
NATIVE WOMEN'S 
CONCERNS: 
I .WHEREAS we 
recognize the oppression 
of native pe~plehas roots 
in racism; 
BE IT RESOLVED that 
non-native people ac- 
tively • take up the 
struggle against racimn~ 
among non-native people 
as /a  concrete act Of 
solidarity with our native 
brothers and sisters. 
2 .WHEREAS we 
recognize the double 
oppression of native 
women .through racism 
and sexism; 
WE RESOLVE tocarry 
out activities in support 
of their strugl{le against 
.oppression ann • 
WE FURTHER 
RESOLVE that we 
support the inclusion of 
the Indian Act in the 
Canadian Human Rights 
!,Act and the 
~removkl of 
I I I  
. . . .  B.C. briefs - 
BREWER ESCAPES Monday. Brewer, who BURNAByr (Cp) -- 
Theresa' Brewer, a 22- has escaped from the in- 
year-old prisoner at the stitution several  times, 
women's.~imit of the fled~from'a guard while 
Lower  7Mainl.an,d. being escorted, to a 
Regional • Correctional' psychiatrist's Office. She 
Centre (Oaka!la) in t~is was originally sentenced 
Vancou,ve~ /.subt~/'b, to two years less aday:in 
escaped custody again prison for robbery. 
_ _ _ ] _ : _ _ - -  
781 Wont 8roadw~/Avt & 141IBM St, 
Vancou~. D.C.. ~ SY2• 
(604) 071t,0611 
~,%¢?...,%~'"=, 
1-~00,.~-8~11 
I•/" 
; J~;~" ~,~"  '~ l l l l i l l n i l~ , , :d  ~ ' . ~  
OANAVENTURE ~" ~'~ ~,:~ 
about .six sheriff's of- " (chain saws) 
fleers to get him into the 4Y4& Greig 635.5929 ~ ..... 
cells 
X 
- . ' .~  , , !~ . ,  ~ ~ L 
workers  
being 
It's happening far too often Somebody forgets 
Somebody doesn't pay attention• Somebody 
knows his job so well he could do  it blind- 
folded" 
We see the results 
J0b-related injuries and deaths continue 
to occur at a depressing rate ,j~i;i!!~i 
And there's one person who~can !!!!!///i! 
do a lot to change that . ~ ~  J YOU. t~:~:~~.~ :~ 
If you see a job hazard remove it or report it 
If you should wear protective equipment, wear 
it If you're not sure how to do something 
safely, ask It's your life 
Your health 
~,H It's up to you 
i : : . -  .: . . . . . .  " : ' : " '  ":::~:::~:~ P :::~":'~' ':~:~: ~'~":'~:..:!~:.,~ ,. .  ~..~:.:r:.. ~~o: :~, . := , , : ,~ :~ tO protect 
yourself. 
ILUORKERS ' 
cOmPENSAI' 
BOARD g~'%?~" 
3N 
t 
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Pat  McGeer  a. .t " set B.C. education .inister 6re se ral/t ; o n 
pleased with B education progress provincial nt, • , Minister of Recreation Culture of our first ~ 
and Conservation, Sam people, interprest  
Tea©hers and Ministry Share Tasks Ahead, identifying the reasons for absenteeism and said professionalspecialists'association, the test will Bawlf, announced scenery and locations 
MeGeer Says that projections indicate that over 1.5 million achieve most of the advantages of standardized willrecentlYbe thathiSgiving MinistrYa high recordedthr°ugh Mackenzie'Sdiaries, or 
Education Minister Dr. Pat McGeer, speaking student days will be saved in the school year. testing by placing an examination i  the hands of priority this year to plans simply enjoy the natural 
to teachers from across the province, has ex- "This is truly amazing statistic-- one in which the teachers "while at the same time avoiding whichwill provide for use and outdoor recreational 
pressed ple::,-~ure with the progress of public we should all take Considerable pride," he the pervasive effects of a single external and protection of the features of this .scenic 
education il ,ritish Columbia. commented, adding.that ~ielinquency problems examination that passes or fails students." historic Alexander portion of British 
The past lr "has been an encouraging one are often consequent upon poor school at- "The teacher, administering a test developed Mackenzie-Grease Trail. Columbia", Bawlf said. Mr. Bawlf indicated his 
for public s, :~ool education," Dr. McGeer said, tendance. . by colleagues, will use the results to see that 
noting the marked improvement in the English McGeer also made reference to initiatives by standards are set at a reasonable vel while at beginsThis athist°riCthe confluence~'°ute evaluationC°ncern thatofthePr°perin- 
qualifying exam for scholarship students at this the Ministry of Education to assess present the same time being left with the final decision of the Fraser and Black- terests of local people on 
year's January sittings, school promotional policies and impi'ove per- regarding the promotion of  the students," he water Rivers, north of the route, as well as 
The education minister was speaking last formance in school attendance, said. Quesnel, and stretches potential conflicts with 
week (March 28) in Vancouver to the annual "It is my opinion that all skill and content In his wide'ranging address, Dr. McGeer also westward through resource management 
general meeting of the British Columbia areas should have, as a basis for moving to the announced a change in policy with regard to, Tweedsmuir Park~ to the agencies, be carried out 
Teachers' Federation, which was attended by next school evel, objective date which may be curriculum which will enable school boards to fiords of Bella Coola. The as part of the process of 
many teachers from this area. used by the classroom teacher to determine the vary prescribed texts under certain conditions. Indianstrail' in sUSea tr debY natiVeroute s rvationestablishingprograma con-for 
While complimenting B.C.'s teachers for the capacity of the student to perform at that level," The Public Schools Act was amended five between the coast and the trail. 
progress being made, Dr. McGeer expressed he said. years ago to allow school boards to "approve interior for centuries • He is confident, 
concern over a number of problems till facing "I recognize that the professional teacher courses of study, textbooks, supplementary prior to the white set- however, that with the 
public education, must exercise a measureof judgement based on readers, and other instructional material.., tlement of Canada, was support expressed by 
Excellence and "striving to do one's best" the day-to-day working with the students and, subject o regulations" but the regulations"did first officially recordedin local residents, the 
must be one of the important hemes in the whereas I am not suggesting that there be one not exist, the journals of Alexander initiatives undertaken by 
coming year for all students inBritish Columbia, rigid standard for each course in each grade The legislation was designed to allow boards to Mackenzie in his historic the Nature Conservancy overland route to the ol~ Canada, and the in- 
he said. "Efforts to create a positive and wor- again,:~t which promotion whould be measured, I provide locally-developed courses, Dr. McGeer Pacific in 1793. "It is our terest of colleagues, 
thwhile education for the less-able student may am sw~ggesting that a consistent set of overall said, butnot o replace prescribed courses and hope that travelers along including the Honourable 
have caused systems to be created within our standards hould be available throughout the textbooks which some school boards tried to do. this route will be able to Alex Fraser, that an 
schools which send out to the average and bright province." The new regulations, Worked out in close co- enjoy early and current outstanding program can 
child messages that excellence and striving to do A standardized grade 12 algebra examination operation with the BCTF, BCSTA and other elements, of history and be developed. 
toe's best 'don't matter'! to be administered and marked by classroom professional groups, attempt to reconci le 
"We must find ways of making it 'matter' for teachers in June will enable B.C. schools to pro~'incial authority with local. They suggest FOR PmWTE USE OR UUStN~SS 
all students to work hard and strive for ex- measure attainment in mathematics against a that no course of study or instructional material AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent- 
cellence without destroying the progress we known criterion and on a comparative basis with may conflict with the prescription of~ the to.oimplan. AIImmlesl~idaPPlyiopur~a~. Why
have made in education for the less-able other schools, McGeer said. Lieutenant-Governor in Council, but that sup- , .  up your cash or borrowing ~r .  Im ,rod P'~ 
youngsters," McGeer said. Developed by the Educational Research In- plementary material may be used in the schools m~ms r,~ and driv. ,way. 
The education minister also praised the situtute of B.C. and the mathematics teachers' if prior approval is obtained by ~e board. ' EXAMPLES 
response of schools to the ministry invitiative in Trophy release club Based on ~ month lease 
71 F 259 plckuF 71 Econoline Van 75 C 100 Chev IX Need permit Sl,.OOpermonlh ,l~.OO per month ,129.OO per month 
lease end" price lease end price lease end price 
formed for anglers " "  ' " '  " "  for burning or simplyretum ersiml31yreturn or simply return "78 C~maro HT 711 Zephyr Sedan 711 Dodge Van 
$139.00per month $124.00per monh S129.04per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end peace Toronto, Ontario -- An subsidiary in the fly sport." the U.S. six months ago s2,o2s.oo Sl,e2s.oo sl,a;s.oo 
VICTORIA -- Anyone Burning permits can be unusual club for anglers f ishing equipment To receive a Trophy and says he is very or simply return or simply return or simply relurn 
planning to start a fire obtained free of charge was introduced to Canada business. ,, , , 
outdoors after midnight, from any of the Release Club mem- pleased with the response ~ Fiesta 3 dr. 7~ F150 4 x 4 . 78 OMS Cutlass 
early this month. It is the Jewett, an exert fly bership, f ishermen to date. s~.oo per monfl~ $155.00p~" month Sl~.00per month 
April 15, will require a Province's 100 Forest "Trophy Release Club", fisherman ano  con- provide a witnessed , " I t ' s  absolutely lease ~'price lease end wice lease nd price 
burning permit, the B.C. Ranger Stations. They an organization which servat ion is t ,  was statement describing the gratifying to see so m.any s~400.00 s2,2~s.oo s~,o~s.oo 
Ministry of Forests an- cover all industrial fires recognizes fishermen speaking to the Third length, weight and specie people who place SUCh a or sim~l]t ~returnl J~simply return or simply return 
,ounced last week. and the outdoor burning who not only catch Annual Izaak Walton Fly of the fish they have high p/-iority on sport- 
"Fires, in areas outside of rubbish 'and other trophy-sizedfish, butwho Fishing Seminar held this caught and released.3M smanship and con- FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
city or municipal debris, release them unharmed, weekend in Toronto. provides new members servaUon ~', he added... CA/L LARRY HAY/:S- RICHARDS 
boundaries, with the Permits are issued on a The appeal for con- "We started the club to w i than  embroidered The trophy Release COLLECT987-7111 
exception of campfires, "project by project" servation of dwindling promote the safe return badge andafreecopyof Club will operate in 
will need permits," said basis. The respon- numbers of prize fish of prize fish after they Scientific Anglers Fly Canada from 3M Canada BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
Don Owen, Head of the sibilities of the permit came fromLewJewettof have been caught and Fishing Handbook. Limited, Box 5757, Ilt0MARINE DRIVE 
Forest Protect ion holders a re  outlined St. Paul, Minnesota, measured," he said, "it's NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
Division. together with the Project  Manager ~ an unselfish inves~nent Jewett started the London, Ontario. 
"Each  summer,  precautions to be taken. Scientific An~lers~ a in the future of the Troph}~ Release Club in 
becaime of the danger of 
forest fires, wehave t O h a v e  control over all F@noing oheape l '  for f a r m s  
outdoor  burn ing  
operations," Fencing will be B.C. Cattlemen's to our industry, but tax exemptions are 
t r /~  somewhat cheaper for Association Taxation exemption of items like granted. We would like to Eques n British Columbia ran- Committee Chafiman, cattleguards (costing see each rancher having 
chers as a result of Social Joe Post says his more than $900 each) a special tax number to federa Services Tax exemptions association would have would have been even be quoted when pur- tion for farm equipment liked Finance Minister, more welcome; fences chasing farm equip- formed announced in Monday's Evan Wolfe to have in- and. cattleguards are ment." ', 
Provincial budget. The cluded other items important ools in the "These latest exemp- 
budget exempted from essential for ranch control of livestock," tionsdc indicate that he 
At a founding meeting sales tax, fence posts, operation. "We welcome Post said. provincial govermhent is 
held atthe Sandman Inn metal silos, draip tiles, the government 's  "Our Taxation Com- recognizing more, the 
in Kamloops on Saturday stainless teel wash tanks recognition, by removal mittee would also like to needs of the reaching and 
April 7, 1978, the and auxiliary generating of the sales tax, that see a change in the farming industry," said Equestrian Federation of equipment, fence posts are.essential method by which these Post. British Columbia was 
formed. 
In a meeting hosted by 
M.L.A. Pat Jordan and 
John Edwards, a con- 
.~titution was approved in 0urling 
.nd a bo.d o* Ter raoe  directors was elected for 
an interim period. 
The aims and ob- 
JwieCtives of the federation A s s o c i a t i o n  ll be to promote and co- 
ordinate equestrian and 
equine interests in all 
their aspects excluding , , 
racing. 
The main features of Wishes to THANK the t i l l , . , : ' . , , ,  the federation will be its 10UQI IUq~ 
regional rep.resentation: 
-There yell be eight ' • 
regional groups each  usinesses for their support in Ithe 
appointing represen- 
tahves to the provincial 
•  e,.*iooo B011SPEIL -an important feature 1978 L066ERS 
of the general provincial . 
representation will be its 
relationship to the 
provincial government. 
:it is hoped that 
recognition by the Charlle Belanger Plumbing & Heating Sander's Welding 
government will enhance Totem Towing Finning Tractor 
the programs of regional Utile, Haugland & Kerr S.K.B. Auto Salvage 
areas through their Canadian Cellulose Co. Ltd. Albert & McCaffery 
representation in the Cedar River Timber Acklands 
equestrian federation of Aqua Plumbing Northern Magneto 
British Columbia. . , Norlakes Construction Terrace Equipment Sales 
• an important feature Tilden Rent a Car AI M©Alplne 
of the general provincial 6.C. Gas Installations Ceclarland Tire 
representation will be its Lehmann Jewellers Auto Marine Electric 
relationship to the Ricer Automotive Andre's Enterprises 
provincial government, oog & Suds " Jim Jeflrles Imperial Esso 
Executive officers Park Avenue Realty KIhain Motel 
elected at this meeting Twin City Meats Totem Beverages 
include: Shopper's Wholesale Foods Skeena Hotel 
Ev's Men's Wear Terrace Sight & Sound , 
President-Sherman Glacier Glass Rowford Splice Rite 
Olson, let vice-president- Elkar Automotive Terrace Hotel 
George Bloor, 2nd vice East Side Grocery 6ear Creek Conlradlng 
president-Pierre Bob's Shoes Terrace International Truck & Equlpmenl 
Choquette, secretary- Rlchards Cleaners Skoglund Logging 
Graham Christie, Overwaitea Wightman & Smith Realty 
treasurer.Jody Sloper Totem T.V. & Furniture Terrace Drugs 
Directors: B&G Grocery Northern Screen Prints & Signs 
Northern region: Mrs. Skeena Diesel D.W. Ferguson & Sons 
Marion Gaddy, Mr. Fern Tymoschuk Agencies Wedeene River Contracting 
McLeod Little Oliver Contracting Terrace Building Supply 
North central: Mrs. Toovey Service Emco Supply 
Jackie Peters, Mrs. 
Bonnie Unwin 
# 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed fo the Herald Box 
• Reply, Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "'Hold", 
instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will• be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. ° 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
pobllcatlon. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appoarlng in the ad~ 
vertlsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohiblt's any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race; religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
.requlrel~ent for the work 
• :involved..-:. .. ... 
FOR RENT, 
Published at  Terrace 
B.C. 5 daysa  week 
Monday to Friday, at- 
ternoons 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single COpy 20c 
By Carr ier mth 3.00 
By Carr ier year 36.00 
By Mai l  3 mth 12.00 
By Mai l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America ,1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
' VeG 2M9, 
Telephen ,e: 
112.604-635-63~$7 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635-6357 
The regular monthly 
meeting of the Skeena 
Progressive Conservative 
Women's Club will be held on 
Wednesday, April 19, at 1:00 
p.m. In the Terrace Little 
Theatre Building, 3625 
Kalum Street. 
For further Information 
call 635.6764. 
Tickets are still available for 
all 3 performances of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
Stfi and 6th at the R.E.M, Lee 
Theatre In Terrace, 
Tickets cost $8.00 i- 
Reduced. P~lce of $4 for 
children for . Saturday 
Matinee Performance onl'~. 
Write, enclosing a cheque for 
tickets, to the Terrace and 
District Arts Council, Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. For n~ore 
Information phone, 630.2}10i. 
,The Terrace Little ,Theatre 
play ~'Loavlng Home '': has 
been'postponed to S~turd,~y, 
May 137h and Sunday, May 
147h due to minor production 
• setbacks. 
• / 
/ 
CLASSIF I  ED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
;nsertlon, over" 20 words S 
cenls per word. , 
3 or more consecutive in. 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
cORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BDX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
Sl.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available . upon 
request. 
NATIONAL "CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per'agate line. 
Minimum charge iS.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$5.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line par month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior: t0 
publication day. 
CLAssIFIED: 
hog p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submlfled wJthln one mmth. 
~;O0.~:<K[~tl0n charge for. = 
weddlng and~r engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(wrlte-ups) recelved 'one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, ' wlth or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensetlon. Payable In 
. advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
T 
Alternative Energy En- 
thusiasts - Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
- Wood etc.. Are you currently 
designing or experimenting 
with small-scala renewable 
energy systems?. The 
Pacific Rim Education 
P~;olect Is setting up. a 
Northern Network to 
facilitate development at 
such systems. Pictures and 
project descriptions are 
needed ~or a booklet to be 
published this spring. Write 
Box 707, Terra*ca, B.C. (wthf 
to may11) . 
Northern Nelghbou'rs, - a 
consumer oriented food co- 
op, will he holding, their bi- 
monthly general meeting 
Wed. et 7:30 p.m. April 26. In 
the Senior' Citizen Room at 
the Recroatlonal Centre. 
Anyone Interested welcome. 
Herringbone, a one.ad play 
by Tom Cone, directed by 
Merry Halsor, will be per- 
formed at the Terrace Little 
Theatre at e p.m. on Friday/ 
April 21 and Saturday, April 
22,. as Terrace's Elttle 
Theatre entry In the B.C. 
Drama Festival. Admlsslen 
$2,00 at the door or reserve 
through McColls Real 
Estate. 
Herringbone, a one-act play 
by Tom Cone, directed by 
Merry .Halsor, will be per- 
formed at tho Terrace Little 
Theatre at B p.m. on Friday, 
April ill and Saturday April 
22, as Terrace's entry In the 
B.C. Drama Festival. Ad. 
mission S2.00 at the door or 
reserve .through McColls 
Real Estate; 
The 137h Annual Arts and 
Crafts Show, featurlt~g arf~ 
craft and hobby exhibits and 
sales will take place on April 
22, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
and on April 23, from 10 a.m. 
to S p.m., In the Caledonia 
Senior Secondary gym: 
B.C.O.A.P.O, - Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November 181h 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
The .Vancouver Playhouse, 
British Columbia's major 
professional theatre will 
present J~e Ortln's 
ootrageious black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17 et the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace et 8 p.m. "Loot" a 
long running hit in London 
and on Broadway Is a zany, 
bizarre upside down comedy 
In a Monty Python vein. 
Tickets are available in May 
at Terrace Sight and Sound 
and Terrace Library. For 
further information call 635. 
7318. "Loot"  Is a part of 
Kermode Theatre '78. 
Kermode Theatre'78, the 
B.C. High School Drama 
Festival Will take place in 
the R.E.M.. Lee Thesfre May 
18.20 at 8 p.n. The mainstage 
'Showcase' ~nslsts of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ed. 
Jodlcetlon. Tickets available 
In May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
• Library. 
Santo Cervello, mlmest will 
• perform "Metamorphlsls", 
May 18 and 19 In the Verltas 
Sym at 3:~ p.m. Ion Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain In 
Person" May 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30p.m. Tickets for both 
performances are available 
a t  ,the door at $1.00 per 
person. These performances 
are presented in conjunction 
With Kermode Theatre '78. 
Join with K'shan Business 
and Professional Women's 
Club In "A  Business 
Women'~ Spring" -- Health- 
Beauty-Fashion-Dinner 
Meeting-6:45 p.m. $4.50 at 
Gims's Restaurant• Wed- 
nesdey April 19. 
Klteumkalum Ski Hill are 
I~oidlng'thelr annual meeting 
April 20th, 7:30 p.m. at 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre. 
Films, reports and elections. 
Action Auctlonl April 22, 
1978, 1 - 4 p.m., Veritas 
School Gym - 4836 Straume. 
Come and see what's on the 
auction blockl Everything 
from.., household items to 
building 'supplies... !
Proceeds go toward Sacred 
Heart Parish fund for the 
missions In Peru. You can 
put'hope into sam,ones !ifel 
Donations of articles 
welcomesl Phone 630<~805. 
There ' will be an 
organizational Suba Diving 
Club meeting Monday May 
1st 8 p.m. in the arena 
banquet room. All Interested 
divers welcome. 
Rummage Sale: St. 
Math~ws Anglican Church 
4726 Lazelle Avenue. 
Saturday April 22nd !0 a;m. 
The' Terrace and DIstrlot 
Community Services Society 
will hold their Sem!.Annual 
General Meeting on; 
Monday, April 241h, 1978 at 
7:30 p.m. In the Lounge 
Skeenavlew Lodge. 
• Guest spoaker will be Mike 
Barmen from SPARC of 
B.C. who Is undertaking en 
Independent survey Of The 
Community regarding the 
site Iocatio~ of the 
proposednew 60 bed personal 
and Intermediate care 
fadllty In Terrace. 
Everyone welcome to 
attendl 
The Minus One Social Club • 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN , 
CALL 635.7558 
OR 
635-7738 
(ctf) 
Weight Watchers meeting 
heldevery Tuesday at7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635.3747.or 635.3023. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
63S.5320 or 6~)5.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you, (nc) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your ,chlldren's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control yo~,r angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638:8302. 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supl)lles & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrloal and Refrlgeratlen 
contracting. 
"House wiring• 
; 635-5176 
FULLER BRUSH 
Order now by phone. Phone 
or make an appointment. 
Marnle 635.9721. 
GOLOE. RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 63S.4S35. 3238 Kalum 
(cff) 
GEMINI i=XCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
..... Backhoe Work 
\ Hourly & Contract 
635-3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
Small black female cat with 
white spot under chln. Last 
seen 3300 block of Thomas St. 
Reward offered. 638-1064 or 
635.2148 (c4.15) 
Planerman - Newman 512 
required Immedlately fer 
graveyard shift. Must be 
able to supervise own crew. 
Above average rate and 
beneflt. All replys strictly 
confldentlal. Paclflc Inland 
will hold a dance at the 
Masonic Hall Saturday April 
22 6:30 p.m. for single adults 
25 and over. Phone 635-4052 
or 638.1093 for further 
details. 
Resources', Box 3130, 
Smlthers, B.C. or 847-2656 
(c3.15) 
• Wanted. Registered Nurse 
for part.time and possible 
summer relief for local 
clinic. Apply 3210 Emerson 
St., Terrace, B.C. (c6- 
13,15,16,18,20,1) 
~keena District.Girl Gu!des 
would like to announc~e the 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll 
area..Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in- 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638-1072 after 
6 p.m. 
. Baby Clinic every Tuesday (fin) 
starting at 1130 p.m. 
• Thornhlll Baby Clinic,very For Sale: A Moped. Ex- 
2nd and ~th Friday, at the cellent condition. 
CommunltyCentrefrom 1:3C Reasonable price. 635.3731 
• 4:00 p.m. ' after 6 (o5.16) 
• Adult Clinics • Men. Wed. & ' 
Frl.,from 3:00.to4:00 p.m. 77-70() Honda K, sissy.bar, , 
• V.D.CIInlc.3:00p.m.every helmuts, asking $2,000. 
,'Aon: & Thurs. , phone 635.5638 (105.16)' 
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OWNER MUST SELL! 1976 
CB400 Supersport. One of 
Honda's best handling mid 
size bike's. Also two helmets 
and motor cycle suit 
(Belstaff) Plus complete 
tune.up kit. Only 3,000 
milesll Phone 635.3846 after 
S:30or phone 635.6357 during 
day. Ask for Brad (sff) 
Must sell;' 1976 Honda GL 
1000. In excellent condition. 
Phone 635.385.5 or view at 
4404 Walsh Ave. (p20•rnay9) 
1975 Honda XR 75, good 
condltlon phone 635.5247 (c3- 
I~) 
LOOKING FOR FUR• 
NITURE? 
• For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
.NiTURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECONO FLOOR (CTF) 
Open for Salvage Bid. 
On an as Is where is basis, 
1968 homemade 22' cruiser 
constructed of a cedar stipe 
flbreglass hull and 
mahogany' cabin. 
Please forward your 
written bids to Brouwer and 
Co. 3238 Kalum Street, 
TePrace, B.C. or phone 635. 
7173. (ctf). 
19' Cabin cruiser, new 
motor. Fishing C-license 
For Crabs and Bottom fish. 
Plus Trailer. $5500.00 
40' Flshlng boat new still in 
building stage 75 per.cent 
finished. Asklng $17,000 
Phone 635.6700. 
(P3-13) 
Fibreglass runabout with 
full convertible top 1977 50 
h.p. Marc eleclrlc with extra 
tanks on E-Z loader trailer. 
Contact Grant Papps 4721 
Loen Ave. 638•1856 or 638- 
8131 (p3-15) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom house 
on Bench by Vocational 
School phone 635.4453. (c3- Railway sleeping cars were 
13) f i r s t  operated  in the  
Un i ted  States in 1837. 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a limited number of 12', 1#, and 24' 
wide in excellent condition. 
NO DOWN PAYMENT 
Purchase includes delivery, set up and 
furniture. (On approved credit). 
If you qualify we will fly you In at our ex- 
pense. 
Hurryl - These won't lestl Call our credit 
manager collect at 
437-4311 
FOR-STAR 
MOBILE HOMES . . - ;  
, , , , , . o  . . . . . .  , o  • . . , . , ,  o ,  • . . . . .  , . , • , - , • , ,  o o ,  o .  ° o , .  o ° .  • • o • • ,• ,o ,• . . ,%. ,~  
FOR SALE: 
Full set (76) Britannica with 
childrens books, like new 
S150. 
18' wood boat and traIle: 
$300. 
70 Dodge 318 motor $200. 
70 Dodge truck 4 speed $150. 
Realistic DX160 receiver 
$12S. 
Whites metal detector $100. 
75 Motoski Cadet $300. 
69 Ski DOo Elan $350. 
12'x44' Wlnsor Mobile home, 
partly furnished $3,500. 
Will consider offers phone 
635-2516. (cS-13) 
Top Quality mixed hay for 
sale. Heavy bales 847-3165 
(c127,w,th,may4) 
For Sale: One second hand 
gas or propane clothes dryer 
$55.00 Call after 6 p.m. 635. 
2777 (p5-15) 
For Sale: 1 senyo Teleph, 1 
answering system like new, I 
adding machine, 1 good used 
eledrolux vacuum cleaner 
phone 635-6672 (I)5.15) 
~or Sale: quantity of new 
fires suitable for boat 
trailers, utility trailers, cars, 
etc. 13", 14", 15" and 16" 
sizes. Sales priced at $12.95 
each. Terrace Esso Service 
635.6753. (c3.13)' 
For Sale: Joay Shack approx. 
6'X30', Insulated and wired. 
Best reasonable offer will be 
accepted. Phone 635-2540 
before 2 or after 4. 
~P11-20) 
The City of 
Prince Rupert 
has fur sale 
Uem 1 -- 1 only 1972 Ford 
Tandem c-w dump box, V8 
Cat Diesel Motor. Serial No. 
UBocun517"04 
Item 2 -- 2 only 1970 John 
Denre Tractors, Serial No. 
032113M-026383M condition 
unknown 
Item 3--2only TJD 12HP " 
2 Cyl. Wisconsin Motors, 
Serial No. 4805053.5319783 
condition unkown 
item 4 -- Approx. 50 tons 
scrap metal. Condltlens of 
sale (scrap metal) 
1) Truck to be welghed at 
City Stores scale before and 
after loading. 
Also to be Weighted at 
• scales other than City Stores 
scale. 
2) Cost of weighing Is the 
obligation of the purchaser. 
Con,ditions of Sale (Equip. 
meat( 
1) As Is where is. 
2) A certified cheque for 10, 
per cant of the amount of. 
fared must be enclosed. 
3) The highest or any offer 
not necessarily accepted. 
4) Offe~'addreesed to the 
undersigned must be sub- 
mitted in writing, in a sealed 
envelopeand early marked 
"Offer Re Equipment or 
Scrap Metal for Sale." Will 
"be received up to 3:00 p.m. 
local time, Tuesday, April 
25, 1978. 
Equipment and scrap metal 
may be viewed, at the Clty 
Stores, Wantage Road, 8:00 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday to 
Utility trailer for sale. 4X8 Friday. 
Box, $200.00, view at 4523 
Scoff or phone 630.1748. 
(P5.14) 
For Sale: Pool table 3'~(6' 
complete kit and ping 10on 
$120, bag $40, pack sack $25 
phone 635-3377 (I)3.15) 
For Sale: 
One Frontier Canopy'fits full 
slzed pickup with 8' Fleet. 
side box. $400: 
1 Turbosonic Turbo Charger 
complete with kit for 340 and 
36OC.I.D. Dodge V8 engines. 
$700 firm. • 
1 Chevy small block 4 barrel 
intake, manifold $40. 
1 Mallory Infared Electronic 
Conversion with new 
distributor and mallory coil 
for Chevy 3S0 V8 $85. 
1 Thermatlc 7 blade fan for 
Chevy small block V8 $15.' 
Phone 635-7924 after 6 p.m. 
Wanted to Buy: Used parts 
for a 72 Datsun 1200 phone 
63S.9413 (c3.13) 
Black and white portable 
T.V. for a reasonable price. 
Call 635.3642 after.6 p.m. or 
.anytime weekends. (stf) 
Wanted: Recreational 
Trailer, new new 20'.23' 
travel trailer phone after 
7:30 p.m..9 p.m. 635-9151 
local 210 (p3.15) 
See 
P.M. PLASTICS 
for 
CANOES 
also 
Flbreglass Matt.Roving 
Cloth and Resin 
38§0 Muller St. ' 
Phone'635.6684 ' 
(clmon..lMay) 
G.H. Andersen, 
Purchasing Agent, 
City of Prince Rup~t, 
424 West 3rd Ave.; 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VeJ 1L7. 
(C3.5, 10, 13) 
FOR SALE 
INDIAN AFFAIRS AND NORTHE RN 
DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY 
AT 
518MUSGRAVE #LACE 
PRINCE RUPERT, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Subject o prier sale or withdrawal in whole or 'in part, 
THE MINISTER OF PUBLIC WORKS Will receive 
offers for the purchase of the Crown's right, title and 
interest in the property described below: 
Parcel "B'" of Lots 13, i4, and the East ~/2 of 15, Map 
1978, Block 13, Section 5, Range 5, .Range S Coast 
District, Plan 923. 
Together with a frame two storey four bedroom 
dwelling en full concrete basement, with a total floor 
• area• ola.p,J?roximateSy 159 m.2,(l~7.L0~;q~.ft.) erected 
thereon. 
Sealed Offers addressed to the Head, Tenders & 
Contrads, Department of Public Works, Canada, 1110 
West Georgia Street, Vancouver, 6.C. V6E 3WS and 
endorsed withfhe Project Name will be received until 
11:00 a. m, (P.D.S.T.) 23 MAY, 1970. 
The Department's forms shall be used when sub. 
miffing Offers to Purchase. Offer Forms and ad- 
'ditional information may be obtained by contracting: 
O.C. Kirkby,,Publi© Works Canada, Property Services 
Branch, 1110 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6E 3W5,' Phone: (604) 6~6.6466. 
a fa r  Forms and permission to inspect the property 
may be obtained from Mr. Marcel Filion at the 
Department of Indian Affairs office, 214 Third Street, 
P/'lnce Rupert, B.C. vaJ 3.18, Phone: 627.1731. 
Offers Forms may be viewed at the Prince Rupert and 
Terrace Post Offices. 
The pepartment reserves the unqualified right to 
reied any or all offers received. 
H.D. Ladoucler 
Head, Tenders & Contracts 
E OARRI RS 
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Clinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
aoartments. Securl% 
I enterphone. Sauna. 
635-9422 
638-1032, 
For Rent: 3 bedroom 
basement suite close to 
hospital and downtown. 
Frldge and stove, wall to 
wall carpet. 4811 Pohle 
Avenue phone 635-3292. (pl. 
13) 
FISI'tERMANS SPECIAL 1' 
1967 Chevy ~/2 ton pickup 
runs good, body fair, seats 
poor condition, everything 
works $600 phone 635.7924 
after 6 p.m. (p4.16) 
'1975 Plymouth Cricket 
Wagon. Excellent cohdltlon, 
low mileage S2900 phone 635. 
4619 (c2-14) 
For Sale: 1974 Ford Deluxe 
Rancharo. Excellent con. 
ditlon S290O phone 635.3463 
(i)3.15) 
For Sale: VW Convertible. 
White on white• Special 
edition. Best offer, phone 
635-3022 after 6 (p3-15) 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
home on Davis Avenue 1150 
sq. ft., 2 fireplaces, finished 
besement. Landscaped with 
garden. Carport. 63:;.7628 
(c8-20) 
For Sale: Must sell. Make 
an offerl 4607 Straume Ave. 
2 bedroom home with 2 
additional bedrooms in 
basement. Fireplace, 
spacious dlslne. Phone for 
appolefment to view 635.4760 
(cS-16) 
2 bedroom house on 4527 
Scott. Wall to wall carpets, 
natural gas heat. Priced for 
quick sale as owner moving 
Asking $27,000 phone 635.3377 
(I)6-13) 
Reliable couple needs a 2 
bedroom house. Terrace or 
surrounding areas• Have 
local ref. Handy at up keep 
and yard work phone 635. 
7973 (p5.15) 
PROPER'TY FOR SALE: 38 
acres near Seeley Lake, 
South Hazdton, on highway. 
Spruce and cedar timber. 
Creeks, house logs. $19,00O 
842.5954 (p12.w.th.f-2ap28) 
38 acres near Saely Lake. 
FOR SALE: 12x46 two 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
In Thornhill. Asking $13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-7117 (ctf} 
For Sale: 1973 63'x12' Era. 
bassy Mobile Home on 
cement foundation on 
100"x150' lot. (corner lot} 
phone 635.4534 View any time 
3806 Dabble St. (pS-lS) 
1972 Monarch mobile home, 3 
bedrooms, frldge and stove 
Included. Ox2S Ioey ¢,hack, 
asking price $7,000 phone 
635-3542 after S on weekdays. 
(c6-17) 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635. 
7697 after 4 (c20-mayl0) 
For Sale: 1968 (IOX36) Im. 
perlal trailer. Comes fur- 
nlshed and can be sold with 
or without joey shack. 
Priced for quick sale. Phone 
635*7860. 
( P1 O.2O) 
MUST SELL: 12x~ 174 
Trailer 5 major appllcances. 
Wlll sell for amount owning 
at bank plus $300 phone 638- 
1554. (p5-17) 
Priced for quick sale a 12x68 
Parkwood mobile home. 
Fully furnished. Asking 
$8,500 phone 635.4564 (p5.12) 
For Sale: 12x54' Safeway 
trailer situated on a 75'x100' 
landscaped lot .  Trailer 
South Hazelton on Highway. Includes fridge, stove and 
Power, telep,~o..~e, creeky, ~'deep freeze. Phone 635-7851 
spruce hou's'e 'logs,:'bnd saw after 6 p.m. (p10-2) 
timber. $19,000 Phone 842- 
5954 (p4-18) 12x54 Safeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30' addition, frldge, 
LOT FOR SALE: 2708 stove, canopy, drapes In- 
Molitor, 62'x177' Asking eluded. Set-upandskirtedln 
$9,000 phone 635.2003 (ctf) trailer park• ph(!ne 635.4310 
after S (c5.17) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
S14,00O and S1900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 AnderSon Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 464 phone 
339.4736 (cSO-lulyl) 
Acreage for sale In town by 
owner• 2.3 acres.3 bedroom 
home. Basement finished, 
Barn, landscaped. Asking 
$69,000.O0 Phone earl), 
evenings at 635.3620. 
(CTF May S) 
Bids are open on a i8' glas 
Iron vessel equipped with 100 
h.p. Evlnrude eledrlc start 
engine on a as where Is ~)asls. 
Vessel located at the Coast 
Guard Yard, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. All bids received at 
Brouwer & Co. No.6.3238 
Kelum St. Terrace, B.C. 635. 
7173 
For Sale: By owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwelling. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
double lot, landscaped, good 
location• Low taxes• Phone 
635-3463 after six p.m. 
(CTF.Apr.28) 
Stationary Store for sale. 
Located In downtown 
Terrace. Replies to 5023 
McRae Crescent. VSG 2B9. 
(C10-13) 
75 super Beetle, metallic 
green with sunroof 20,000 
miles. Radio, new radials, 2 
winter spares• Excellent 
condition. Asking S3500. 
Phone 635.9635. 
(P5-14) 
Plymouth motor SL6. 1971 
mech. special. GT bls. 4 
door, 2 s~.  auto Chev trans. 
67 70 Chev, bls. for parts 
Good wlndshleld. 638.1369. 
( P~ .14) 
For Sale: Mason Rlsch 
Piano and bench $800. 
1976 Mazda 808 low. mileage. 
Factory made ~/2 ton truck 
canopy fop $300 phone 635. 
2997 after 6 (c3-1S) 
1969 Baracuda Convertable, 
new 383 motor, mags, holly 
carb, new paint. ~aklng 
S2800 or near~st offer, (stf) 
635-6357 
1977 Ford F.150, custom dx4 
with canopy. 15,500 miles, 
Still 4 months, automatic, 
left on warrenty, S8,000 or 
best offer. Call 638.165S after 
5. 
(P5-14) 
1973 Arctic Cat $200 must sell 
now phone 635.9981 after 3 
p.m. aks for Dennis Allen 
(I)5.17) 
Motor Home for sale: S11,000 
excellent condition, air cond. 
460 cu. In. motor many ex- 
tras phone 635.4627." (p5-!7) 
1971 8'6" Security Ca .roper. 
Stove, pressurized "water 
tank. Sieeps 4 adults. 4 
lacks Included $1600 phone 
635.5573 (p3.14) 
1975 Holiday Trailer for sale. 
Steeps 6. 19V~', fully self- 
contained. Phone 635.5944 
after 5 (c5.13) 
For Sale: Excellent "con- 
dition" 17' Holiday troller, 
frldge, stove, oven, heater• 
Sleeps 6, S150O firm. View at 
4524 Olson phone 635.5044 
also 50cc Honda motorcycle, 
(IO5.17) 
I oo..,,.c.,.ol 
I ,'mR. / 
I Sand, gravel, relsct crush I
Igravel for drlveways.J I Phone 635-5156 (C20-20) l 
0|  • 
LIVESTOCK 
Rag. Quartor Horse. 6 year 
gelding• Quiet and good 
tempered. Very easy keeper 
and an Ideal trail horse. Had 
shots. Needs loving rider. 
Phone 635-7439 (p3.15) 
BOATS AND MARINE: . 
Superb Surfer 24' Sedan 
Cruiser, command bridge 
and crew beat models. 
Fadory to you saves S$$. 
Surfer Marine, 678 Anderfon 
Road, Comox, B.C. V9N SB8. 
Phone 112.339-5733. (4.15) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mall. Send el.00 for our 
latest fully Illustrated 
catalogue of marital aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. BOx 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
• HELP WANTED: Earn 
S200.00 monthly part.time;, 
Sl,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com- 
pany, C-O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., van- 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or" 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(df) 
NO INsTRucTIONS 
VICTORIA (CP) --  
Labor Minister Allan 
Williams said Monday he 
has not instructed the 
human rights branch to 
s top  hand l ing  
discrimination cases 
dealing with beards. "No 
such instruction has been 
• given by me," Williams 
• said .in response to a 
question in the British 
.Columbia legislature by 
Karen Sanford (NDP-- 
Comox). 
EKSTEDT RESIGNS eral's ministry as policy 
VICTORIA (CP) --  co~su]tant where, he will 
'AttorneyGeneral Garde be responsible fo r  a 
Gardom a'nnounced review of adult and 
Monday the resignation juvenile programs in 
of Dr. John Ekstedt as matters such as com- 
commiss ioner  of munity • service, or- 
corrections. Gardomsaid ders,nfine options and 
the resignation will be el- impaired driving. . 
fective Sept. 5 but MAN CHARGED 
Ekstedt. will continue VANCOUVER (CP)' -  
with the attorney-gen- A Burnaby man was 
g 
• Endangered species! 
Do It Now 
Aluminum . 
Sheets  
25" x 36" 
12 iheet, Ody- 3.15 
THE DAILY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace ' 
what  er 
i 
eV 
charged Monday with 
possession of a dangerous 
weapon after an empty 
beer bottle was thrown 
onto the ice during a 
junior hockey game at 
the Pacific Coliseum 
Saturday night. Darrell 
Wayne Smith, 21, was 
arrested after thv bottle 
narrowly missed a player 
and linesman during the 
Western Canada Hockey are-incorrectly being 
League' playoff game charged an extra two- 
between New West- per-cent sales tax on the 
minster Bruins and phone rental charge, 
Victoria Cougars. New Liberal leader Gordon 
Westminster won 8-3. Gibson said Monday. 
Gibson said the bills 
BILLS INCORRECT charge seven-percent 
VICTORIA (CP) -- sales tax, rather the the 
Persons receiving British fi.~e-per-cent rate set last ~ 
Columbia Telephone Co. week in the new B.C. 
phone bills this months budget. 
your 
pitch... 
I 
I 
STRIKL . _ _ _ . .  • " ~r~ ~--# ~ t 
! IT 
RIGH! 
r 
W, 
O 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR i . 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH 
THIS  PELCIAL RATE 
• LINE .5 DAYS.5 DOLLARS 
I . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ __ - - ' - - - -  . . . . . .  --'~- . . . . .  - - - - ' ' I  
I Mail Coupon with $S.O0 cash ' I 
D i l LY  HERALD cheque or Money Order to: 
' "STRIKE I T  R IQH"  "Str ike  It Rich" Ads I 
I The Daily Herald 
I ADS 32,2 Zatu., • 
I I Please allow one space between wbrds Terrace, B.C. VOG' 4B4 
, l l l h l i l l l l l • l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i  
I 
t j j j  j i i  i i l  l l  I J i l l  I I / I I  l i l l l  
I 
i I l l J l l i l l t l  l l l l l / l l l l  I l l i l  
I I l l  r l t  t J t i l  I l J / l i j t i t  I J t I , I  , I 
, I l J l l l l l J t [ l l l J l l i l l l l i l l l  i 
Print your ads in the squares on the coupon. Be sure to include 
your telephone number and. leave a blank space between words. 
I Items may not exceed $250in value. Price must be included in the 
I advertisement. 
I Yo'ur advertisement will run  for five consecutive days upon 
I receipt of coupon and accompanYing payment. 
I 
I No canceilations or, refunds. , 
I 
I No business ads please. 
I 
Advertisements must meet the Daily Herald advertising stan. 
dards. " . . . .  
Strike It Rich ads cannot be taken over the telephone. 
I Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - -  I 
: Postal Code . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . .  I '~ " 
Classification . . . . . . . .  . .Te lephone , o . . _ . _ . _ . - . -  i FOR ITEMS UP TO $2W IN VALUE 
I -- - • I 
Turn Tour Don t Wants n o Into Inslan i)aih ...,..t#e,adva-tap of this Special Rate .,,. ;,T,;aa-' i ' : t  t i 
I . . . .  ..; . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  . . . . .  . i  
iv! 
' I 
ACROSS 44 Honey 3 Graceful 19 Japanese 
1 Spread for 46 Musical animal 
drying • study 4 Order 22.Appear 
4 Spsni~h 50 Pickled S Wine vessel 23 Walk 
• house 55 Edge 6 Patriotic heavily 
8 Rude person 50 Solar disk org. 25 TaMe 
12 Pub drink 57 Kind of skirt 7 Seed spread 
13 Shafif ~ 58 Mr. Onassls covering 26 Traps for 
14 Vex 59 Apollo's 8 Brawls game 
15 Untruth mother" 9 Energy Z7 Icelandic 
16 Garden 60 Church part source saga 
flowers 61 Lease 10 Ancient 25 West end 
18 Billiard shot DOM2q 11 Thing Murray 
20 Hawaiian I Soft mineral. (Law) 25 Jason's hlp 
garland 2 Famous 17 Command 30 True 
21 Woody pseudonym to a horse 31 Agile 
fibers Avg. solution time: 27 rain. 35 Without 
day (L,.) 
encomium A  IH:O~IC_~.A,W_IA_.C n_~l = Game piece 
I i T I~I~I I~  ~ A  I,.~J 4o Favorite 
28 Seamen I~: (~]E~iE I~N:E ' ,S ]  4~ Oriental coin 
32Slipped ' ISCI~t-iDi~BPt~IDI~N!TI 
25 Land ~-iq5 -A~ 45 Limes pfisst 
measure IP!AICITIMIOI~IAILII ]S]~ 47 Russian fiver. 
34 Oceans and IAiG ,e - -% W E- -~,p  O] ~ Ill.bsdlng 
firmaments IC:O!NIDIOINIEIOISINiAIPI 49 Issue'forth 
26Goal / I  IAI~P OlVl~ 50Ev~:somb. 
37 Minced oath IS,,AILIOITIEILII rAIBILIEI / form 
391Alyortniip [EI~IIINID~IEITIOIOITJ SIconsumed 
41 Choir AT~ D I~ ~ 5ZSoakflax 
prizes IBILIEI~IAILITISIEIEINI 53 Cant 
43 Unit of 4-17 54 Printer's 
force . Answer to Saturday's ~mle. measures 
i 
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! 471"/L.akels, LIKELSE PHARNAOY m.,,,= i
| G~flware, Easter Candy, Cards and prompt 
I [4 prescr ip t ion  s e r v i c e s  ................. = , 
"t;;AMAZIN'G-SPi;';'R.MAN, . By stun Lee and John Romita 
W/£L-" YOfJ C T TH~T .~ ~Fr ll~ I 
' 
Your Individua! " 
horoscope 
What ktnd ot day will r~fled ones you.meet-- and 
~ ' row be? To find out what there may he several. 
• e Marseay, read ~e forecast SAGFF~AR~S 
eiven for your birth SilO1. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) } ~  
Going it alone will not be ARI~ , , ,~  answer now. There are definite 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "~'4~---~ areas where you will have to 
A Isck of plan or proper assoctatewith, plan with others. 
schedule could mean loss of Teamwork! 
sontrolllng interest. This day CAPRICORN ~.~ 
calls for meticulous care and (Dec. 22 to Ja~ 20) Vd q01~ 
accuracy. DON'T depend on Some plans may have to be 
luck. changed whether you llke it or 
I,I 
I Sl 
i"l 
i"l 
WJSGV 
0 1 ~ m 13 .. 
I 0 '~  
m" 
KI 
WI 
CRYPTOQUIP 
HE J J  
He ~0 i 
r 1 
!,, 
i?' ! 
EGMNOK MNOKXO 
MNOXKSG NM GXH WNUEVENGU 
Saturday's CryptoquJp-TRIO F FAST FORTUNE TEL- 
LERS USES INSTANT TEA. 
~;) 19'/8 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: Sequals A 
The Cryptoqnip s a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals 0, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, hort words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give- you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
: Y 
i 
Let Your Guests 
Decide the Gift 
By Abigail Van Buren 
@ 19~8 by ~hlca0o TtIbuno-N.Y. News ~L InC. 
DEAR ABBY: It is the height of stupidity when a 
smoker starts to light up, s tops abruptly, then 
hypocritically asks, "Is it all right ff I smoke?"" 
.Of course its NOT all rightl 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
You may not be able to get [o 
the heart of matters readily or 
recognize details which could • chaflge a situation.. But 
deliberate carefully, then you 
can act. • . 
GEMINI' 
(May 22 to June 21) W 
A day in which the Geminian 
should shinelCapitalize onyour 
top.flight ideas and ingenuity. 
Set your mind on thorough 
accomplishment: Obstacles 
will fall, success Jell. 
CANCER 
( j~  ~ to jul~ ~) w~ 
A relatively remote matter 
may affect you. Some people 
will delight you, others irk. 
Here is where the Cancerlan's 
innate objectivity and good 
Judgment will prove helpful 
Mild pbmetary influences wDI 
make this a more or less 
average day. But. YOU can 
improve It considerably with a 
little extra.effort and verve. 
Keep ~n~. 
VIRGO 
~^~ to s~ u~ "~ ~_~ 
Clear thinkS, followed by 
effective action, can help you 
rack up a good score now. Keep 
eyes an your most ambitious 
goals, and head straight towar d 
them. 
(Sept. ~-~ to oct. 23) -~-~% 
You may hear soma Idle talk. 
Be analytical and sift t~ongh 
all the wondage.untilyou ring. 
the bell of fact; Then, and only 
then, take any needed action. 
not. Be composed, however, for 
you may well profit by the 
"change. Keep your sense of 
humor sharp. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. ~.1 to Feb. 19) 
A time for some in- 
trospection. Through reflection, 
you will get a clearer view of the 
road ahead, to make plans for 
further accomplishment and 
• satisfaction.' 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Don't let emotions dictate 
your actions-- atendency now. 
In all situations, face facts and 
be realistic, objective iu 
thinking. 
YOU BORN TODAY are an 
sco lo hi;alP (Oct. 24 to Mov. 22) 
Discretion should be day'o 
watchword. Keep disposition 
even In order to cope with the 
anything that is connected 
"]['hat's women's work." 
We have no children and both work, but he inoists that I 
CATFISH 
'" ' 
Aries-TaurUs cuspal (one hem 
as the Sun was entering Taurus) 
and, as such, combine the 
outstanding traits of both 'Signs. 
You have the amblUen, 
aggressiveness,, hnsginaUon 
and resourcefulness of the' 
Arian coupled with the ob- 
stinacy end materialism of the 
Taurean. You are less selfish 
than the /L, lm, more warm- ~ ~ o~ m 
hearted by giving as is the --~-'--'-'f-~"~S~'~ WH T~K~ ~, , . r~, ,~ 
Taurean. With all this variation 
in characteristics,, you "~M~"~DF~Q~rr~'~~'° ' - -~  
sometimes expei'ience -"- - -  ~- - '~  ~ :'~ ~a 
emotional conflict but, once 
having acquired understanding 
of self, you should have a 
successful and happy life. You 
have unusual creative abilities 
and could excel, especially, as a . ,~  
painter, designer," interior 
decorator or theatrical en- 'te~'lainer. Your love of the " ~ 
ouMoors I  outstamfing and you ' 
coMd also make a name for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
yourselfhbrttcullUl.lstas oranbotoulst..Bifih:agrleultur~' I T I IRRA~ E ,,nennsTen 
date of: Dinah Crulk, "I P l~ t l lN6  nove~; ~onet Hampton, jsffi FOR YOUR SPRINI 
mu~n. | ALLEYS ~ LEA6UES Howi" 
.with housework. He says . . . . . . . .  ~ .............................. 
III 
mY.K~ gO~ A V~K 
~.__ . . _ . .~  - _ ~  
• l" * 
t up earlier than I ordinarily would In order to blew-dry ~u~-~_~ , ,v ~=~-~,'..qa~-..~, ~ I~ @UITIIN~ T~ ~ ~ . IR~,  "rY'00 ~ ~ i~, INNIN~ .'~G 
hair e~,ery morning. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. ,, . , '~ 
He thinks it's a wife's duty to pick up after her husband, 1' I . . . I~( -~T 'A~I~NOVF4. .  I~ON[:~;~:~IGq~(NT'*~ ~f f~.  • ~. __ .heloav.s sd ty-- e and.rweur and over 
f I -  the house, Ha ~ays his mother was his father's "slave." and / 
expensan and think I should be ~reated as an equal,but ISm .. . / 
attitude, and it's about o drive me to the divorce cou~t, 
~u~ euss~etions? ' SLAVE 
DEAR SLAVE: You,re working, right? You sontzibute • 
equal]Is to the household expenses, right? You are a"slave" 
by your own definition, right? 
In addition, I'm tired of having my home stunk up. I Emermn said, "Slavery is ms institution for converting DOONESBURY 
went to breathe clean mr." and so do my children, I'm men into monkeys." That goes for women, too, right? So i m,~, ~,  [ I [ l i 
dumpIng every ashtray I'own. " quit pkklns up ,a~r the t~ant and tell hhn to use sem0 of [ ~S~J~,~ I I NF~.,~:~/ ~0~% I I ~ ,~b 'T~. t~d~ 
Isympathizewithsmokers. Iu ed~obeone,butIqult.  thathotalkhesfullofteblow~lryldsownhair, i ~V~teX,~,~i . I  ~.~I .~/4 RC/~ YOO~ NUH I i t .~  Z ~N7 5~0~ 
It wasn't easy. Now I would like to a~logize to everyone (P.S, A ~ounselor might be able to save your mseeInge, [ J~  ~//~e ~o~o ~tv~/  [ [ /~ ,  _~,- pR/~f~e~A.~[ I /N 7t~ ~ S~[IOH 
whose air I fouled up when I stooled around them. but I'm not optimistic about yaur chances of getting your 1 :~ ~ ~ ] [ ~ ' "  ~" .  , '~ '~ I [ ~ \ 0~ 7~,~t~ 
. , NEW BRIGHTON; b~NN. huaband thora.) " , , , " 1 ~ , ~  ,~£~1 1 ~ /  " ~ 1  
• DEARNEW: It'shardly"theheight'ofstupidlty"to ask, 
but lt is the "helght ot rudenese" to smoke ff the uswer is DEAR ABBY: This may not seem like much ors  ~ 
no. And"no smok/ng" iss movement whose time hm some. ]ingernails.Pr°blem bUtHerit's fingersVery s iOUSare constantly to me. MYin herWifemonth.cheWsTheyher L~'T ~|~-  ~ . ~ ' - - ~  I~/~T~__~/ I I l~  ~: ~=~" ~ ' [ ~ - ~   .~-'J " ~A~v'~ J"e~i 
DEARABBY:W0men are sone~tlyon guard against are nov; intectsd and smell bad. So does her breath. The IU I I ~ I .~IN_'~.I I~ f / I~ ! ,~:~:~,l 
tips ofher fingers are always red and inflamed. She must I | [_~ !~"~. I,'~[ ~-/ ')~e~.[ I [ ~"1  ~ ]- ~'~ ~ [ 
the tall, dark, handsome type who.hse a reputation for be a wreck inside to do this to herself. [~-~ . '~  ~[ ~ Af=~.~] I ~ ~ l  1/ ~k,.-'~P 1
sweeping a girl off her feet. But who weald belJeve that a She is otherwise attractive and well~lressed. The r .~  ~ ' ~ ) ~ ~ ' [  ~ ~. ~]v-~ I~;~]  
short, fat, 50.year-old, balding man with dentures' could paradox is that she wears very beautiful, expeneive [ ~ ~ ~ [  ~ ~ ~  
come so close to ruining my life? jewelry on those unsightly hands. It's a shame. [~s~-- - - -~ ~ ~ ~I  I I ~ - - - -~  ~ ~ m~ u 
What did he have? Charml His words were absolute No names please. This is a small town. . • " 
poetry. He hdd me believing I was the most desirable LAST RESORT. 
woman on earth. (Hal I am,48~ gldnny and look every bit 
myage.) You gnessed i~, It worked for him for yeura before DEAR'I.~ST' Your st a, tement' "She must bea wreck ~ ¢ ~ f l  ~¢ l~A~ 
we ',discovered" each other. We are both married to Inside to do this to herself, is the key to the problem. First 
others, " ' • she needs to find out why she's into such self.destructive 
What brought hie'to my senses? One night I heard him behavior before she can overcome it. Peyehothorapy is the 
tell his wife on the phone why he wouldn't be home for, solution. 
dinner. ,,Hew convincingly he lied to her! Then I asked , " 
m self How can he be so false to her and true to mev . y . . . . . .  ' DEAR ABBY: You invited readers to express their • 
~nd then it enoea. : . . . . . . . . . .  views on writing or phoning to thank a hostess after a 
God Iaswtheli ht Ananow, wnentroatm now m lore o Thank , . g . . .  . . . . . . . . .  party, I i p you t stress wriKng instead of calling. A 
man ~innocent eo to coma nave teen  nurc nan ~ _I. . . . . .  ,, ,_ L_.,_ _,~,__., - - - - y P P . . . . .  shone ~ m ~om nacreOUS aria reflunaunc. 
continued this affair: ! shudder. Print this, ~ernapa - Example" (Guest): 'Ton had ouch a lovely party !ast , . . . L_  
another woman is still trapped as I was. 
NO MORE ILLUSIONS 
night, etc.", , ,, 
(Hasten). Im so glad you could come, etc. 
(Guest): 'Tour dinner was delicious, etc." 
DEAR ABBY: When I was 16 1 marrled asreat guy to (Hostess): "~He loved having you, etc." 
get away from home. We live on a large ranch with all the As for those who neither write nor phone:•Weli, ~hose 
modern improvements, He treats me nice, gives me lazy, ignorant people don't deserve to over be invited 
' everything I want and he loves me, but it's not enough, again, and that is my personal pelicyl 
---., ,-,--mething and I dent know what. , ENGLISH LADY IN N.J. 
I feel like l'm DEAR ABBY: I take strong issue with' your comments 
Maybe a child w ,p When we'.'e in town, I m always" hoping other ~.  y.s.will on the letter from HAD'MY SAY, who was rankled by the 
medical prefeasion's practice of using the first names of notice me. Deep down I don't feel married, If I left..nun ~ their patients. ' 
wouldn't even be able to give him a good reason, s~ so 
confused.'Hew can I get over thinking of otho~ men? I'm FriendLier," as you call it; seems to be a two-way street. 
18,andmyhusbsedls28.Doyouthiukaehildw°uldheip? Ne.v_er ha ve. I .had a do.ctsr or nurse su~set that I 
RESTLESS ~'~ TEXAS re~procace; maces, ~ oeueve they would not invite such 
frlendl/nses except from those whom they know socially, 
MRS. M. IN LONG BEACH DEAR R STLESS: I re ffi eed sou . g. " the | 
meantime if our thought* continue to turn toward other . . . . . . . . .  , y ._  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  un . Ur~A~MI~.M. AND FRoM ENGLAND: My mall has ,~,tu.~,,p,,,s~m ce I eaJI ve ou IS to mama sum ~" ' i unh~,cu ~ s~o~ men the best advl • Y I in fay ,, ' • . , ur l~en running 6 to or of first names, Ibddants in 
dent have a ehlld until you re reasonably ceitMn yo , , • nursing homes say It makes them feel mere at home. "How am I suppmed to sleep wlth 'all that ~/Tske upl marcus 
marriage will lazt. So I auHest that those ot yeu dut there who resent scrunching? If you must eat thmd things, take your 
'DEAR ABBY: What is youroplnlon of a man who.ie:~ being addressed by your first anmes, ~speak up. The teeth out." 
'~nacho" that he flatly refuses to help Ms wsm with squeaking wheel' gets the grease, . 
" ~ ~  
Weiby here is trying to mw off 
your 
r t 
r t~t :  IZ, I II1¢ HCKALi3, we¢lnesday, April 19, 1978 
NAROWARE STORES 
GORDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
T.V. "GUIDE 
All listings subject to ohanp without notice. 
li|uiunlnmniim|nnnllinllun/mlliunlll nnn ln / ln l l ln in l in i lnn  
Wednesday, April 19  5 p.m. to midnight 
I i I l l 61~ KING 4)  CFTK A BCTV ~ KCTS I AIll(NBC) I ,~P (COO "w (c~) 1 1  (PBS) 
~;( ]  -~-  I m .oo I The Newlywed I NHL • Emergency I Mister 
~1~ :15 l: Game J Playofls Emergency I Rogers 
_ • :30 ! News I NHL Winsday * I Electric 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY . .  :~  INews  ,'Playoffs Wlnsday I Company 'dll~ :o0 I.News I NHL News' I Z om " 
• i ILL  : 15 I; News • I Playoffs hour I Zoom 
! 111:3o I News | NHL News I over 
• v :'~ I News . . . . . . .  I . .o.s Hour ' I Ee. 
_ ~,r I BIB :00 I Seattle I NHL Grizzly 1 MacNell 
Dr  :15 I Tonight ! Playoffs Adams " I Lehrer 
:30 I Special I Cont Grizzly. I Thomas I " I I  * - -  :4s I Edition Icent  Adams I Remebers 
SI(E_I I . .  VALLEY I TOOVEY ^ '00 J Klngof I I Mary  Ty le r  Elght lS I ".ova 
J RENTALS lLTD,  I I  n :30 I The BIg Event I Hourglass Elghtis I Nova 
• SERVICE ' l V 11,  ,the Beasts I Mnore Enough , Nova 
• V :~ I"Holocaust" I Hourglass enough I Nova 
I IMEROURY OAN4VEtNlrURE y~ ~ :oo I Cent I Love  ,,/~ovleoftheWeek I Great Per. 
Jl CONT RACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALsMOSt Anything.MostAnytime For Ij AHA U :15 I Cent I Boat Paperback I foramces 
I (o~o~.~  BOLMAR . - -~  :30 I cont ~ I pv? I.~,, I 'The Sa,n of • ~ :~ I cont I .o., I Cent I Bleeker Street" i Hours: i I or ,  (©hain saws) 4 at~ :o0 I Cont i ,,A I Cont ' I Cont ' 
I ~ I ~ .  le~4t  17 4NBGrelgAvenue | | Hours: Mon.- Sat. 9.6 • • • :15 J Cent " | "TBA | Conf |Cont  
4946 i I l :3o i Cent I TBA I ~nt I ~nt I Ut)U ' lq l l  / phone63s.7417 I GrolEl NumberDealer LicenCeo2013A 636-6929" I V"  :45 I Cont I tBA ! c°nt , I ~.t - 
ql ' l  .oo I News I The National I CTV News | 
• I 115 I News i Night Final I News Hour I 
i / :3o I Tonight I 90/Vilnutes I Final I 
SUZUKI htoroyoles and KITCHEN C'"'"~'S • V'"'"= • '"S' '"O" " " :~ Ish°w I Live I The LateShow I I i I 
accessories; in stock NOW! • MOULDSOCOUNTERTOPS • , 4 A :00 ITonl9 ht I ~oMlnutes I ,'Assault" I i " i  :.u I Show I Live I Coat I 
~ ~  I . :30 Ilonlght . , ~0Mlnutes JCont 10 :ml to 6,. KAL  w°OD " .-- ,,-:,~  Show  Uve I e"* I 
" : l KITCHE N 
BRAD RE 'S .  - -  "~ Thursday, April 20 .... m;  * A.~..^nA~m K ABINETS 
Terrace Equipment Sa les  Ltd. ee , - .~  AVENUE I ~ | ~ i :00 Wheel of B.C. Jean Cannem Electric PRINCE GEORGE. 'B .C.  V2L  3KS (NORTHERN) L~'  j l 
~39 Greiq - 635 6384 BUS. s64.14e8 1 ~ : 15 Fortune SchbolS Show Company 
Dealer N~. 01249A SU~.U-KI GO]~.S ~ D~-~.~I~C~..! RES. eo2.2zel FREE ESTIMATES Knockout Mr. Definition Animals and 
",: I)0ntraoting • FACIALS PEDICURE 
Reroofing Specialist HA IRCONDIT IONING MANICURE 
STYLING HOT WAX DEPILATION 
FREE ESTIMATES . (NO CUTTING) : 
' Call evenings 635.4600 N0.12-3624 Ka lum St. Phone 635-4788 
(Sunnyhill Trailer• Park) 
me and try our excellent 
elections of ~ 
m ported meats, 
cheeses and 
~:~ ~-a ,~r , . ,w ,~.uo .  _~ 
:30 
I :45 
' 
! I "| ! 145 
14s 
:,~ 
Knockout 
To Say 
the Least 
The Gong 
Show 
Hollywood 
Squares 
• Days of 
_Our Lives 
Uays ot 
Our' Lives 
The 
Doctors 
Anolher - 
World 
Another ' 
World 
Movie 
"Escape from 
Fort Bravo" 
Cont 
Dressup 
sesame 
street 
Sesame 
Street 
I Dream 
if Jesnnle 
Ryan's 
Hope 
Bob McLean 
Show 
Bob MCLean 
Show 
Hollywood ~' 
Squares 
Edge of 
Night 
I 
High 
Hopes 
Take 
Thirty 
i 
, Columbo 
Cent 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
It's Your 
Move 
I 
Noon 
News 
Movie Matinee, 
"Red Sundown" 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
Another 
world 
Another 
World 
I 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
1;he Lucy 
Such 
Measure 
Up 
Over 
Easy 
Eledrlc 
Company 
M If 
for Music 
Roomnastlcs 
Roomnastlcs 
Al l  
Starts 
The Word 
Shop 
Two Cents 
Worth 
Culture of 
Anc. Egypt 
Black 
Experelnce 
Sesame 
~e,icac.s. / ;!:I! I'~ ~ont ,,hat's~°tes show Str.., ~ ::~: :,~.: : Emergency ' Cent Sesame 
I :i ", I Cent __  New? Emergency Strait 
Northland Bell' 
!~!.~: :. .... GLENN carsoN 
~ i  terracE.3092 .WV.B.C. ,6EASt, WALLY LEFEB,VRE a lnllllllllllllllllllll|||a|||aal|llllll|llll|l|lll|lllllm (1918) Ltd, ~,:~;: 
4623 Lakelse Phone 635-2833~ V8G3N5 PRONE(604)635.3863 • 'Novelty! -~ ,c~, . sw~R, .~ ~u~,u  Satellite Vinyl 638-8195 
Custom Furniture- Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
ANSWERING Repalr-VanConverslonAccessorles-R.V. Sup~lles- i Hum mingl i Boattopping & Hardware - Vinyl Car 'Tops . 
PAGING OR Headliners. Tonneao Covers - Auto Carpet. V.W. Seats I I  
recovered in original color and material, front & back 
MONITORING $22S - Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete 
SERVICES Corvetter supplies, , 
24 HOUR SERVICE Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 2 Johns Road 
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOO 1V5 Phone 635.4348 , 
Feeder i I . I j i FOR A PHOTO THAT Telex 047-8S586 (604)635.7163 SEE KEN AT: ! ~,~ ~ ;z~,~ . ~  Me ne ss~olates Elha.n y. A i &n===-,===,=.=.====,.,=.....==.......-.-=....,==-=.=.=.. 
Consulting 01vii En inoers i 
I 1.4621 Lakelse British Columbia Land Surveyors i 
Phone 638.1464 205-4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. i 
CLOSED MONDAY ' Canada VSG IS6 I 
I 
Call us at 636-6357 9 to 5 
~ Store Hours: 
Tues,-Sat. 9a.m.-5.$0p,m. 
Friday 9a.m.-gp.m. 
0LOSED MONDAY 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
( 'HA (,E,X 
VIsA 
